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Hunt Library
Future Uncertain
by Matthew Leslie
About 45 members of the public
attended a special meeting of the
Fullerton Library Board of Trustees held
on the morning of Saturday, May 5 at the
now closed Hunt Branch Library located
at 201 S. Basque Ave. The meeting was
called, in part, to address concerns about
the possibility of the city council selling
the property, which is currently leased to
neighboring church Grace Ministries
International. In addition to library staff
from the Main Branch, observers of the
meeting included Councilmember Bruce
Whitaker,
who,
along
with
Councilmember Jesus Silva, has advocated for keeping the Hunt building as a
public facility.
Before the meeting, Library Director
Judy Booth led visitors on a rare tour of
the mid-century modernist building’s spacious interior, meeting rooms, and charming atrium spaces, which all appeared to
be in good condition. The William Pereira
designed structure was donated to
Fullerton by Hunt Foods Chairman and
art collector Norton Simon in 1962.
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Interested residents arriving at the Hunt Branch Library for discussion about its future. PHOTO JESSE LA TOUR

ARE LOCAL EFFORTS TO ADDRESS HOMELESSNESS ENOUGH?
by Jesse La Tour
At the May 1st Fullerton City Council
meeting, Rebecca Leifkes, the city’s
Housing and Neighborhood Services
Manager, who was recently named the
Homeless Resource Manager, gave an
update on the local and regional homeless
situation, as well as strategies for dealing
with this growing problem.
Fullerton has seen a 54 percent increase
in homelessness over the past 5 years.
According to the Point in Time Survey
done in 2017, our city had 496 total

homeless individuals (with 149 unsheltered, and 347 sheltered).
Recently, the nonprofit CityNet conducted a homeless census in the North
County area which should be released in
June.
“We are anticipating that the homeless
number will have almost doubled since
last year,” said Manager Leifkes.
In February, more than 700 homeless
individuals were removed from the Santa
Ana Riverbed, and in March hundreds
were removed from Santa Ana Civic
Center.

80th Annual Memorial Day Observance
The 80th Annual Memorial Day
Observance celebrating the 100 anniversary of the end of WWI and the families
of those who serve takes place on Monday,
May 28th beginning at 10am at Loma
Vista Memorial Park, E. 701 East
Bastanchury Road, in Fullerton.
The free program is sponsored by the
nonprofit American Veterans Memorial
Association, the City of Fullerton and
Loma Vista Memorial Park. Members of
the public, and all veterans and their families, are invited to attend.
Special guest speaker will be Captain
Curt Jones, Chief of Staff, US Navy
Southwest, San Diego. The speaker will
be escorted to the podium by JROTC
cadets from Fullerton and Troy High
Schools.
The oldest continuous Memorial Day
ceremony in Orange County, Fullerton’s
program began in 1939 by C. Stanley
Chapman, a WWI veteran and son of the
city’s first mayor. This year, community
volunteers will place a cross, or Star of
David, and flag on more than 4,200 veterans’ graves located among the 33,000

total graves throughout the cemetery.
Ed Paul, coordinator of the American
Veterans Memorial Association, will serve
as master of ceremonies. Patriotic music
will be sung by Dave Deno and Kristen
Romero. Officers from the Fullerton
Police Department will provide escort
support, raise the colors, and present the
gun salute. “Taps” and “Echo” will be
played by Steve Plett and Ana Plett. Prior
to the ceremony, individual photos of
Gold Star Families will be taken by Brian
Knott of Forget Me Knott Photography
and special commemorative pins will be
given to the Gold Star Families in attendance thanks to a contribution from
Rotary Club of Fullerton.
Participating in the observance will be
the Fullerton Firefighters’ Association, the
Fullerton Police Color Guard and Gun
Salute Team, Fullerton American Legion
Post 142 and the Post’s Commanders
Club, Fullerton Emblem Club 469,
Rotary Club of Fullerton, JROTC cadets
from Fullerton and Troy High Schools.
Call (714) 871-2412 or visit the AVMA
website at www.avmafullerton.org.

Because of recent lawsuits against the
county and Orange County cities (including Fullerton) over OC’s lack of homeless
shelter space, Judge David O. Carter has
been providing leadership and direction
to work together with the county, cities,
and nonprofits to find solutions.

Housing, not Criminalizing
Leifkes said that, because Fullerton is
included in litigation, we need to be
proactive in seeking solutions. If we don’t,
we could potentially lose our ability to
enforce “anti-camping” ordinances, which
has been one of law enforcement’s ways of
dealing with homelessness.
This method—of criminalizing homelessness —has proven to be more expensive than providing housing and service.
Leifkes cited a recent study done by UCI,
which showed that affordable housing
with wraparound services (as opposed to
criminalizing homelessness) could save
the county around $42 million annually
continued on page 4

CORRECTION
.3 MILES NOT 3 MILES: In the Early May
frontpage story “Over $3.1 Million in
“Gas Tax” Funds to Improve Fullerton’s
Roads through 2019” the distance on
Raymond between Chapman and
Commonwealth was listed without a decimal point. Thanks to our observant readers for noticing this! According to Public
Works Director Don Hoppe the total
project includes 1.3 miles of pavement,
sewer and watermain fixes for Raymond
(from Commonwealth to Chapman) and
Commonwealth (from Balcom to Acacia)
for a total project cost of $5.3 million.
About $3.1 million will be coming from
SB1 (Gas Tax) funds.
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The Fullerton Observer Community
Newspaper, founded by Ralph and Natalie
Kennedy and a group of friends in 1978, is
staffed by local citizen volunteers who create,
publish, and distribute the paper throughout
our community.
This venture is a not-for-profit one with all
ad and subscription revenues plowed back into
maintaining and improving our independent,
non-partisan, non-sectarian community newspaper.
Our purpose is to inform Fullerton residents
about the institutions and other societal forces
which most impact their lives, so that they may
be empowered to participate in constructive
ways to keep and make these private and public
entities serve all residents in lawful, open, just,
and socially-responsible ways.
Through our extensive local calendar and
other coverage, we seek to promote a sense of
community and an appreciation for the values
of diversity with which our country is so
uniquely blessed.
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COMMUNITY OPINIONS
OUT OF MY MIND
by Jon Dobrer © 2018

Iran, Israel, Trump & Voter Turnout
The world is connected in ways we sel- pliance with the agreement but imposing
dom consciously consider. What happens sanctions for their support of terror and
this week in the Middle East is likely to their attempts at destabilizing the Sunni
drive voter turnout in California and lead Arab nation states.
No, the proximate cause of the current
to the repeal of our gasoline surcharge of
military conflict is the anniversary of
12 cents per gallon.
Already unpopular, as was the automo- Israel’s creation by the United Nations,
bile registration increase repealed by vot- otherwise known as the Nakba, the catasers, Republicans are likely to be motivated trophe, in the Muslim World. On May
to turn out to overthrow this increase. 15th this anniversary, with such different
What seemed barely politically tolerable meanings, will be commemorated with
when gasoline prices were at historic lows celebrations in Israel, but also with riots
(on the constant dollar) becomes political- on the West Bank, storming of the Gaza
ly intolerable when gas prices go high. border by Gazans, Iranian rockets from
Syria, which could overAnd if there is military conwhelm Israel’s Iron Dome
flict with Iran, oil prices will
Reasonable
defense. Israel will, of course,
skyrocket and otherwise disrespond. We can only hope,
California
couraged
people can
and hope is all we can do,
Republicans will turn out.
choose peace.
that no rockets actually come
This is how the hipbone is
from Iranian territory, or a
connected to the thighbone
However,
real and yet more tragic war
and distant events have forereasonable
will begin.
seeable consequences that
The great irony is that
most folks fail to foresee.
people are an
Israel will be largely backed
So, is there likely to be milendangered
by their new friends, the
itary conflict with Iran? The
and much of the
Saudis,
question is not up for debate.
species.
Sunni Arab World. The
There is military conflict
greater irony is that Israel
right now. The question is if
and indeed most of the west
it will escalate? Even as I
write this, Iran-backed Hezbollah fired 20 have much more in common culturally
Iranian supplied Fajr 5 missiles at Israel’s with the people of Iran.
Part of the Iran deal made by President
north border from Syria. Predictably,
Israel retaliated by attacking the places Obama was to stall and have peace for 15
years and hope that the Iranian people
from where the missiles were launched.
The usual blame argument ensued. would depose the Ayatollahs and Mullahs
Syria said that Israel started attacking themselves. President Trump has, of
Syria earlier in an attempt to knock out course, criticized Obama saying, “Hope is
the missiles Iran was sending into Syria. not a policy.” The compounded irony is
that Trump is as eager for a diplomatic
And this is true.
Iran has made very explicit its promise victory in North Korea as he accuses
to destroy Israel—or “the Zionist entity” Obama of having been with Iran. He may
as they call it. They do not pretend to a well come home from Singapore promis“two state solution,” only the elimination ing “Peace in our time.”
Meanwhile, as we reimpose sanctions
of the Jewish state. This may be only trash
talk and empty threats, however the lesson on Iran and drive their oil sales into the
of the 20th Century for Jews the world black market, oil prices will go up. And in
over is that when some political leader or the event of an actual war with Iran, oil
nation promises to annihilate you, you prices will skyrocket.
We have to ask if anyone, or any counneed to take the threat seriously.
No one really believed that Iran was try, benefits from such instability and
building a nuclear program for peaceful climbing oil prices? Well, yes: Russia and
purposes. In a nation that exports oil and Putin have much to gain. As John
natural gas, nuclear reactors to generate McCain said, “Russia is a gas station maselectricity was not really credible. And as querading as a nation.” And yes,
for their missile program, well, the mis- Republican voter turnout in California
siles they have tested are not defensive sur- benefits and the 12 cent charge would be
face to air missiles (SAMS), they are sur- voted away and close congressional disface to surface. They, like assault rifles, tricts would get an infusion of Republican
have only one purpose: To kill people on voters. (Fullerton alone would lose over
the ground. Ok, in theory they could have $2.4 million per year in road repairs proa peaceful purpose, but in the absence of vided by the .12¢ tax.) And who else benan Iranian astronaut program, killing peo- efits? All the oil companies.
This is not a conspiracy, but it is a preple seems their obvious aim.
President Trump pulling out of the Iran dictable consequence of events that are
agreement is not the proximate cause of economically and politically linked. A
this current spark on the dry kindling of wider and more violent war in the Middle
the Middle East. While his pullout was in- East would be a tragedy for all.
artful and there were better ways to deal Reasonable people can choose peace.
with Iran, he did not choose a nuanced However, reasonable people are a scarce
response such as certifying them in com- resource and an endangered species.

HOW TO VOICE YOUR OPINION
The Community Opinion pages provide a free forum for the community. The Observer welcomes letters on any subject of interest. Comments are
the opinions of the writer, may be shortened for space, and typos corrected if we notice them. We must verify your identity, but we allow initials
only and town to be printed if desired, or anonymous in print if a reasonable case can be made as to why that is necessary. Please add your contact
information so we can verify though. Thanks!
Send to observernews@earthlink.net
Or Mail to: Fullerton Observer, PO Box 7051, Fullerton CA92834
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Fullerton College:
Is it a $4.3 Million
Stadium or a
Classroom?
It’s an educational classroom, not a
stadium. At least that’s what Fullerton
College administrators wanted me to
believe as I recently attended their
community forum.
Surprisingly, this educational “classroom,” costs 4.3 million dollars, and is
complete with 4,417 permanent seats,
six field lighting stanchions, a sound
system, and of course, a press box.
Ironically, Fullerton College calls it
“lights and bleachers.” Yet, they use
that unique term “educational classroom,” because it is the legal mechanism by which the college will attempt
to subvert any authority the city of
Fullerton might use to protect its
nearby residents from noise and light
pollution.
This stadium might prove to be the
grossest misuse of taxpayer money in
Orange County history. The college
makes some grand claims that need to
be disabused so taxpayers understand
how they are being defrauded.
Fullerton’s own Draft Initial Study
states that PE, “Course sizes typically
range from 24 to 32 students.”
Forgetting the fact that most gyms
today offer fitness classes indoors, the
idea that bleachers, a sound system,
and especially a press box will enhance
nighttime PE classes (which only offer
1 transferable unit) is laughable.
The college also claims a savings of
$67,000 per year because it won’t have
to rent bleachers for graduation. Of
course, what the college leaves out is
that prior to an incident two years
ago, when the college made a scheduling error with Fullerton High School,
they paid only $5,000 per year to use
Fullerton High’s stadium as they had
done until 2016.
The Fullerton High School stadium
remains open to Fullerton College, yet
this year they still chose not to pursue
this savings for the taxpayers.
Finally, the college claims it can’t
share a stadium with Fullerton High
School because the field is not compliant with California Community
College
Athletic
Association
Regulations. Once again, untrue.
Adjustable goal posts can be purchased and hash marks on the field
can be modified to meet state athletic
standards and allow the Hornets to
play on Fullerton High’s newly renovated football field.
Modifications should be made to
Sherbeck Field to allow the greater use
for Track and PE classes. The local
residents and the College both agree
on this point. However, building a
brand new stadium, next to a recently
renovated one less than 400 yards
away, is simply frivolous.
When I voted for Measure J, I felt
proud to support my local community college. Now, when I look at how
they recklessly spend their money, I
feel like a fool.
Perhaps Fullerton College’s two lead
administrators, Vice Chancellor of
Finance & Facilities Fred Williams
and President Greg Schultz, whose
combined public salaries approach
$600,000 per year, have forgotten that
middle class taxpayers expect fiduciary
responsibility in all their actions, and
saving the taxpayers $4.3 million dollars definitely falls in this category.
Wayne Dalin Fullerton
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JUNE PRIMARY: FOLLOW THE MONEY UPDATE by Jane Rands
There is a $2,700 contribution limit
per election per candidate for an individual donor. According to Federal Elections
Commission rules, however, a primary
and a general election are "considered
separate elections," so a contributor may
contribute to both a candidate’s primary
and general election - before the primary,
thus doubling the ordinary limit.
Below you will see donors who have

not only donated twice the limit, but
have also maximized funds from a husband and wife as contributions are not
aggregated by household.
In addition, PAC (Political Action
Committees) may receive up to $5,000
from an individual. Then the PAC can
donate that same $5,000 to a candidate
without the donor's name attached to the
contribution. It's another means for an

Top Candidates
39th District U.S. Congress
YOUNG KIM: ($606,578) The campaign's highest funder is
KSK Medical Group in Irvine. Four members of this family business have each contributed the maximum amount allowed per
individual per election ($2,700) for each the primary and the general election for a total of $21,600. Similarly, owners of a
McDonalds in Vacaville, and couples from Irvine, San Diego,
Loma Linda, and Rancho Palos Verdes have combined individual
contributions totaling $10,800 per household.
GIL CISNEROS: ($2,513,712) includes $2 million loan to self.
Next two highest contributors are $89,085 from Serve America
Victory Fund PAC and $14,570 from Bold Democrats II PAC.
MAI KHANH TRAN ($1,188,828) includes $480,000 loan to
self; $18,000 from So Cal Victory Fund PAC; $9,657 from
Emily's List, a PAC to elect pro-choice Democratic women; CVS
Pharmacist in Westminster gave $6,200 and a Las Vegas physician
contributed $6,000.
ANDY THORBURN: ($2,565,707) includes $2,335,900 loan to
himself. Family members in Long Beach; the Executive VP of
Thorburn’s insurance company; his wife; and a couple in Florida
contributed $10,800 each. The next highest donor a work associate from Laguna Beach contributed $7,233
BOB HUFF: ($312,325) includes a $30,000 loan and $3,061
contribution to himself. The next largest contributions are from
seven individuals who each gave $5,400.
SHAWN NELSON: ($397,478) The campaign's top funders are
married couples who have collectively contributed $10,800 per
household including a couple who are Corporate Officers for
Centaurus Financial, Santa Ana, the CEO of Toyota of Orange
and his wife, a Tustin attorney and his wife, a couple from Coto
de Caza and a pair in LA.
SAM JAMMAL: ($433,618) The candidate provided $5,412 in
an in-kind contribution to his campaign. The next highest contributions are from three people who donated $5,400 and a $5,000
contribution from the Longshoremen's Association PAC.

Candidates for Orange County
District 4 Supervisor
LUCILLE KRING ($75,347) includes $18,000 in loans and a
recent $10,000 contribution to self. Ten $2,000 contributions
including one from Townsend and Associates, Fullerton’s contract lobbying firm, and FSB Core Strategies, who manages public relations for the North OC Chamber of Commerce. Twelve
$1,000 contributions were received, five coming from members
of the Taormina family who sold their trash hauling business to
Republic, Fullerton’s current trash hauler.
JOE KERR ($178,324) includes thirty-six $2,000 contribution
of which 3 are from individuals and the remainder are from
PAC’s, mainly unionized workers and firefighters. The next highest amounts are $1,900 from six, $1,500 from four, $1,450 from
one, and $1,000 from forty contributors.
CYNTHIA AGUIRRE ($5,000 as reported by candidate over
Facebook messenger) She says she filed but her information is
not up on the website.
TIM SHAW ($123,233) The largest amount is $2,500 from
Bushala Brothers followed by $2,000 from a builder PAC and a
real estate PAC, nine businesses, and ten individuals. City
Ventures Communities and the CA Apartment Association of
OC also gave $2,000. The Apartment Association of OC gave
$1,950 and La Habra Westridge Partners and two Chinese advocacy PAC’s provided $1,800. Twenty-four donors gave between
$1,000 and $1,700 including the Chair of the OC Republican
Party.
DOUG CHAFFEE ($204,768) includes $200,000 loan to self
and made an in-kind expenditure for the rest.
ROSE ESPINOZA ($17,970) The top contribution is a $10,000
loan from the candidate. The next largest are $2,000 from an
executive at Northgate Market and one $1,000 and two $500
contributions from individuals.

individual to surpass the individual contribution limit. Sources for information
on this page are:
Federal: www.fec.gov
State: powersearch.sos.ca.gov
cal-access.sos.ca.gov
County: www.ocvote.com/voting/campaign-finance-info
Candidates below are ordered
as they are on the primary ballot.

Committees Opposing &
Supporting the Recall
Against Senator Newman
A campaign committee supporting or opposing a ballot
measure that raises at least $1 million has to report
the top ten contributors. This information can be found at
http://www.fppc.ca.gov/transparency.html.

Opposing the Recall
The top ten donors reported as opposing the recall are the
California Democratic Party ($373,732), California
Alliance for Jobs PAC ($250,000), California Teachers
Association PAC ($250,000), Newman for State Senate
2016 ($155,000), Southwestern Council of Carpenters
PAC ($150,000), Consumer Attorney’s of California PAC
($100,000), Teamsters Voter Education PAC ($100,000),
Southern California Partnership for Jobs 501(c(6)) nonprofit ($100,000), State Building and Construction Trades
PAC ($100,000), Operating Engineers Local No.12 PAC
($100,000), and Professional Engineers in California PAC
($100,000).

Supporting the Recall
No campaign committees supporting the recall have met
the $1 million threshold to be required to report their top
ten donors. But filings found at cal-access.sos.ca.gov show the
California Republican Party has reported $1,394,063 in
Independent Expenditures in support of the recall. The top
committee supporting the recall is “Californians against Car
and Gas Tax Hikes; A Project of the Howard Jarvis
Taxpayers Association” which has raised $124,487 from
which $115,000 was received from “No New Taxes; A project of the Howard Jarvis Taxpayers Association”

Candidates for CA State Senator
(if recall passes)
Voters will be asked to choose a candidate from the following list to replace Senator Newman whether they are
voting for or against the recall itself. In the case that the
Recall passes, the candidate with the highest votes from the
list below will become the next District 29 Senator.
If the Recall does not pass, Senator Newman will continue as District 29 California State Senator.
KEVIN CARR filed a 470 form stating that he will not raise
more than $2,000.
JOSEPH CHO ($50,431) The largest contributor is the
candidate who provided a $20,281 loan and a $30,000
donation to his own campaign. One other donor made a
$150 non-monetary contribution. Candidate Cho is the
only candidate against the recall. He is recommending a
NO vote on the recall and is running to give voters a chance
and says he will continue Newman’s excellent work.
LING LING CHANG ($526,055) The California
Republican Party has contributed $272,271 of which
$20,000 was non-monetary. The next highest is an $80,000
loan from the candidate to her own campaign. Two candidates, two PAC’s, and seven individuals have contributed
$4,400.
BRUCE WHITAKER ($24,304) The largest donors are
JP23 and a discount wheel warehouse in Fullerton with
$3,000 each. The next highest are $2,500 from an estate
planner in Claremont, $2,000 from a La Habra Credit
Union, and $1,500 from the Building Industry Association
of OC.
JOSH FERGUSON has not filed any campaign finance
forms with the County or the State.
GEORGE C. SHEN ($72,635) The candidate contributed
$49,000 in late contribution to his own campaign. The
next highest are three individuals who each contributed
$4,000. Three other individuals and a business contributed
the remainder in amounts from $2,000 to $3,600.

Fullerton Observer
JUNE 5TH BALLOT
RECOMMENDATIONS
& REASONS
STATE OFFICES
•39th District US Representative:
Sam Jammal is a Fullerton resident who
grew up in the 39th District, is a civil rights
attorney with experience in Washington
serving in the Obama Administration and
in clean energy. There are several other good
candidates (Observers also liked Thorburn
and Dr. Tran) but only one can win.

•65th District Assemblymember:
SHARON QUIRK-SILVA is a Fullerton resident and grew up in the 65th District and
has been doing a great job in the Assembly.
No reason to change.

•NO: 29TH DISTRICT RECALL of
California Senator Josh Newman:
While recalls should be used to get rid of
those who abuse the system, in this case it is
being used for partisan reasons to try and
replace Senator Newman, a Fullerton resident and veteran, who has done no wrong
and has in his short time in office brought
millions to Fullerton for road repair, purchasing Coyote Hills, plus authored bills for
veterans’, education, jobs, safety, homelessness, and more.
Voters will also be asked to choose a
candidate in case the recall passes:
The Observer recommends
Joseph Cho, former mayor of Cerritos
is against the recall but running to
give voters an alternative to the
other candidates who back it.

COUNTY OFFICES
•District 4 Supervisor:
ROSE ESPINOZA
Has 17 years experience as an elected official on the La Habra Council (4 time
mayor); Grew up in La Habra; Founded the
award-winning non-profit Rosie’s Garage
mentoring and tutoring program and is
interested in solving issues of homelessness,
healthcare and more.

•SHERIFF/CORONER: DUKE NGUYEN
With a 26-year law enforcement background Nguyen is the only candidate who
understands immigration issues believes in
community policing, rehabilitation, and has
come out in support of a ban on assault
weapons and ammo clips.

STATE PROPOSITIONS
•YES Prop 68: Parks, Environment &
Water Bond - Authorizes general obligation bonds to finance state and local
parks, water conservation and reliability
to disadvantaged communities.
•YES Prop 69: Transportation Taxes
& Fees Lock Box - ensures existing transportation revenues we are already paying
at the pump and when registering our
vehicles can only be used for road and
transportation improvement projects.
•NO Prop 70: 2/3rds Vote Required
to Use Cap-and-Trade
Revenue
Amendment - this would lead to deadlocks in passing needed climate change
solutions.
•YES Prop 71: Effective Date of
Ballot Measures Amendment - this
allows approved initiatives to take effect
five days after the Secretary of State certifies the election results.
•YES Prop 72: Rainwater Capture
Systems Excluded from Property Tax
Assessment Amendment - this allows an
exclusion from additional property taxes
for installations of rain water capture systems for personal use.
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CITY COUNCIL NOTES by Jesse La Tour

2018
At Left:

The Council meets at 6:30pm on the first and third Tuesdays of each month.
Upcoming agenda information and streaming video
of council meetings are available at www.cityoffullerton.com.
Meetings are broadcast live on Cable Ch 3 and rebroadcast
at 3pm and 6pm the following Wed. & Sun. & 5pm Mon.
City Hall is located at 303 W. Commonwealth, Fullerton.
Contact council at 714-738-6311 or by email to: council@ci.fullerton.ca.us

The
yeararound
Bridges
Shelter
at
Kraemer
Place
in
Anaheim
has
200
beds.

May 1st Council Meeting Report
Next Council meeting is Tuesday, May15 at 6:30pm.
Come see your local government in action!
CLOSED SESSION ON THE FUTURE OF THE HUNT BRANCH LIBRARY
Before every public city council meeting, there is a “closed session” in which council
meets with various parties outside view of the public. According to the agenda provided by the city clerk, during this meeting’s closed session, council met and discussed
“price and terms” of possibly selling the Hunt Branch Library. City Manager Domer
said that there will be a study session on the future use of the Hunt Library (though a
date has not been set). Councilmember Silva suggested creating an Ad Hoc committee
to determine what the community wants for future use of the library, which Whitaker
seconded. See related article on page 5.

Council Disband of Library Board of Trustees?
For the past several meetings, city council has been discussing changes to the
Fullerton’s various commissions, committees, and boards—which are mainly comprised of appointees by council members.
(See Early May issue for these changes).
At this meeting, councilmember
Fitzgerald made a rather radical suggestion to have city council members serve as
the library board trustees—thus usurping
the historic role of the library board in
making decisions on things like the Hunt

Branch Library. Although no second,
vote, or action was taken on this suggestion the item is included in the May 1st
minutes of the meeting:
“City Council directed staff to agendize
adoption of the following outstanding
reorganization issues:
“Update the Fullerton Municipal Code
sections pertaining to the Library Board
of Directors; City Council will become
the Library Board of Trustees; Create a
Library Advisory Committee.”

Friends and Mayor Clash Over SB 714
It’s become a regular occurrence that important for city council to state their
Mayor Chaffee makes statements regard- positions clearly, truthfully, and fully,”
ing Senate Bill 714 (which would provide said Lindstrom, who encouraged everyone
at least $15 million for the purchase of in the public to vote based on what they
Coyote Hills through the State Coastal can elicit from the candidates truthfully.
Conservancy) that members of
Helen Higgins, who is on
the Friends of Coyote Hills
the
board of the Friends of
The Friends
point out to be false or misleadHarbors, Beaches, and
of Harbors,
ing. Currently, the mayor and
Parks, (open space advocathe rest of the council (except Beaches, & Park, cy group) said that her
Audubon
Silva) opposes SB 714 as it’s
group has signed onto a letcurrently written.
ter in support of SB 714,
California, the
Diane Vena noted at least
along with four other presEnvironmental
four instances in which Mayor
tigious
environmental
Defense Fund,
Chaffee made false or misleadgroups:
Audubon
Defenders of
ing statements to justify his
California,
the
opposition to SB 714. See “Fact Wildlife and the
Environmental Defense
Trust for Public Fund, Defenders of
Checking
City
Council
Statements” page 3, Early April
Wildlife, and the Trust for
Land have all
Fullerton Observer.
Public Land.
signed letters
Angela Lindstrom of Friends
In his response, Mayor
in support of
of Coyote Hills said “It’s not
Chaffee gave yet a new reaSB 714,”
clear as to why you’re opposing
son for why he and other
this bill when it would bring
members of the council
-Helen Higgins,
such a large amount of money
oppose SB 714:
FHBP Boardmember
directly to the city…It’s pretty
“The property owner
clear to me that you don’t really
[Chevron] has made it clear
support acquisition of Coyote Hills in its that under no circumstances would they
entirety. You support the development sell to [the State Coastal Conservancy].”
plan which sets aside a couple of parcels
Thus, it appears that there is no real
for the city to acquire, and that’s it.”
defect in SB 714, except that Chevron
“It’s around election time, and it’s doesn’t like it.

Update on the Condition of Our Roads
Director of Public Works Don Hoppe
gave an update on the condition of our
roads. The city must prepare a Pavement
Management Plan (PMP) every two years
in order to be eligible for M2 funding. To
complete this study, the city contracts out
to Bucknam Infrastructure Group.
The PMP determines the existing conditions of roads and assigns a PCI
(Pavement Conditions Index) rating from
0-100 for each segment.
Happily, our PCI is slowly increasing
due to investment in road repair, some of
which is from SB-1 (or, the Gas Tax). The

city now has an overall PCI of 64.7 (or
“Fair”).
Hoppe pointed out that without SB-1,
the city’s ability to maintain its existing
roadway conditions is “significantly less.”
As a reminder, SB-1 (which is providing
$3.1 million towards Fullerton road repair
through fiscal year 2018/19, and $2.4
million per year thereafter) was cited as
the main reason for the Republican effort
to recall newly elected local State Senator
Josh Newman in the upcoming June 5th
primary election. And a measure to repeal
SB-1 is on the November ballot.

LOCAL EFFORTS TO ADDRESS HOMELESSNESS
continued from frontpage
Manager Leifkes cited Permanent
Supportive Housing (PSH) as a longterm, and less expensive, solution to
homelessness.
The Association of California Cities has
created an “Orange County Plan” for providing 2,700 PSH units dispersed across
the county, of which Fullerton’s share
would be 120 units. To implement this,
city council and staff would need to identify potential sites and funding sources.
Some of this funding could come from
the newly-created North Orange County
Public Safety Task Force (from a bill
authored by State Senator Josh Newman),
which provides $20 million over 4 years
for both homeless outreach and gang prevention in our area.

What is the City
Currently Doing?
In contrast to several south Orange
County cities, Fullerton has already
devoted significant resources to alleviating
homelessness [though of course more is
needed given data cited in this article].
The police department has two dedicated homeless liaison officers who work
with county and non-profit services to
provide assistance to our local homeless
population.
Fullerton is also home to the National
Guard Armory, which has been operating
since 1989, providing 237 emergency
shelter beds during cold weather months
from October to April, with non-profit
Mercy House as its current operator. The
Fullerton Armory was recently given a 90day extension as a result of efforts from
State Assemblymember Sharon QuirkSilva.
On nights when the Armory is unavailable due to National Guard activities,
alternate sites (such as local churches) provide those services. However, according to
Leifkes, our current municipal code only
allows churches to house 12 individuals.
This code could be amended.
In addition to the Armory, the city of
Fullerton contributed $500,000 to the
construction of Bridges at Kraemer Place
in Anaheim, which provides 200 beds of
temporary housing for the homeless.
Local non-profit Pathways of Hope
(formerly Fullerton Interfaith Emergency
Services) provides 56 units of temporary
housing and 44 units of transitional housing for the homeless.
Fullerton also has 21 “affordable housing” developments across the city (a total
of 1,508 units) which provide varying levels of subsidized housing, and there are

currently three affordable housing projects under construction in the city: the
Citrea Apartments on Santa Fe (55 units),
Fullerton Heights on Orangethorpe (36
units), and Jamboree Housing (46 units).

Recommendations
for Current Action
Leifkes ended her presentation with five
recommendations for city council:
•Adopt a resolution authorizing staff
participation in planning efforts to
address county-wide permanent supportive housing.
•Adopt a resolution in support of
enhanced mental health services at the
county and state levels.
•Approve letters of support for state legislation efforts to address homelessness
and mental health.
•Authorize staff to review the Fullerton
municipal code to identify outdated or
unclear language regarding homelessness that require revisions to improve the safety and delivery of services.
•Provide direction regarding proactive
city response to homelessness and mental
health services.
The council approved all of these items,
except Councilmember Whitaker who
expressed concern about the state bill
dealing with mental health.

YIMBY vs. NIMBY
Some members of the public gave additional comments and suggestions for dealing with homelessness, and these comments ranged from the classic NIMBY
(not in my backyard) to a more inclusive
YIMBY (yes in my backyard).
Local resident Jane Rands expressed
concern that there’s no concrete actions or
objectives in these resolutions. She also
said that we need more community participation in these discussions.
A few members of the public expressed
discomfort at the notion of homeless shelters near their homes.
“I really don’t want more shelters in my
neighborhood,” said one resident, “I’m
tired of it. We need something done, but
no more shelters.”
Another resident expressed concern that
local parks are being “overwrought with
homeless, drug addicted people” and
added, “We don’t need crazy homeless
around our children.”
These residents may be comforted to
know that Fullerton is not considering
building additional shelters, but instead
focusing resources on permanent affordable and supportive housing—with onsite
services for mental health and substance
abuse.

Upcoming Tentative Agenda
Tuesday, May 15th, 6:30pm: Hunt Branch Ad-Hoc Committee Formation; Zoning
Amendment for Emergency Shelters; Library Cafe contract; Balfour Ave. Resident
Only Parking Permits; Bodyworn camera & taser agreement; Proposed 2018/19
Budget; Bushala Bros lease with city. Visit the City of Fullerton website: www.cityoffullerton.com where the agenda can be accessed the Friday before each meeting.
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Hunt Library Future Uncertain
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continued from frontpage

Norton Simon once had his offices in members of the Library Board of Trustees,
the adjacent Pereira office building now spoke during the public comments periowned by Grace Ministries. The campus, od. All favored keeping the building in the
including the library, was home to sculp- public realm, though suggestions about its
tures by Rodin and Giacometti, but were ultimate use varied among speakers.
Several speakers recalled attending the
eventually moved to the Pasadena muselibrary on a regular basis, either as young
um that now bears the collector’s name.
Most of the Hunt Branch’s books were students themselves or as adults with chilmoved to the Main Library when Grace dren of their own. Lauralyn Eschner of
Ministries moved into the space three the nonprofit All the Arts for All the Kids
years ago. White plastic chains were recalled seeing Norton Simon’s August
strung across shelves now filled with Rodin sculptures installed at the Hunt.
One speaker noted that most of the parbooks owned by the church. Other stacks
still holding parts of the library’s collec- ents in the immediate area served by the
tion were shrink-wrapped to prevent Hunt Branch could not afford to pay for
summer camps in other faciliaccess to the books.
ties, and that adding programThe meeting was called to
order at 10:35 a.m. with all Councilmember ming from cultural non-profits at the Hunt site would benfive trustees present: Chair
Fitzgerald
efit
lower income children.
Sean Paden, and members
stated that
Elizabeth Gibbs spoke of the
Ellen Ballard, Ryan Cantor,
she favored
building as an heirloom that
Joshua Dale, and Carl Byers.
Following public comthe Fullerton should be cared for instead of
ments on items unrelated to
City Council sold. Others advocated working with the Los Angeles
the agenda, Library Director
appointing
Conservancy and seeking
Judy Booth reported that at
it’s most recent meeting on
themselves as funding related to the building’s significance as a mid-cenMay 1st the Fullerton City
members of
tury modern building, now
Council decided in closed sesthe Fullerton over fifty years old and eligible
sion to schedule a study session about the Hunt Branch, Library Board for various historic designations.
that the Hunt Branch would
of Trustees.
Several speakers thought
also be on the agenda of the
that the park surround the
council’s May 15 meeting,
and that Councilmember Jennifer Hunt could be incorporated into proFitzgerald stated that she favored the gramming as well.
Vince Buck, former library board memFullerton City Council appointing themselves as members of the Fullerton Library ber stated that the library was shut down
Board of Trustees and establishing a new not because of nearby homeless people,
but because the city council had cut the
library advisory council.
Before proceeding to Regular Business, budget to the library, and the former
Chair Sean Paden asked his fellow trustees library director made the choice to use all
to consider all six items on the agenda, funds for the main branch. He suggested
(listed at right) concurrently in order to partnering with the Getty Museum,
allow members of the public to address among other institutions, as well as Cal
their comments to all of the items at once. State Fullerton. He noted that a represenThirteen people, including two former tative of Senator Josh Newman had

Above: The front interior of the Hunt Library. Below: library books wrapped in plastic.

appeared at the last meeting of the
trustees, suggesting that the office might
be able to find money for the Hunt.
5th District City Council candidate
Ahmad Zahra challenged the library
trustees to provide a solid argument to
keep the facility open (which he favors) in
order to counter an anticipated argument
that not enough money was available to
operate the library.
Two speakers wanted the Hunt to
become a shelter for the homeless people,
suggesting that the Hunt could be leased
out and paid for with housing vouchers.
The trustees responded to public comments and questions before proceeding to
the six agenda items. Trustee Ellen Ballard
stated that the public comments reflected
the view of the library board and
expressed support for involving other
non-profits in the Hunt’s operation. Carl
Byers cited the public’s participation at
the meeting as a reason for maintaining
the library board as a separate entity from
the city council. Ryan Cantor stated that
the Hunt would need a separate identity
distinct from the Main Branch and adequate funding to re-open. An appropriate
use of the building would require that the
facility be open free of charge and indiscriminately to the public, and have a literary focus. If the facility were to be sold,
however, the funds should go directly to

the Fullerton Public Library, and not the
city’s General Fund.
AGENDA ITEMS
1. Define the intent of the gift
of Hunt Library.
Copies of the original grant deed to the
property were included in the agenda, and
passed around the room. It was reported
that the so-called Reverter Clause, which
stipulated that the property’s ownership
would be returned to the Norton Simon
Foundation if the Hunt was ever to cease
its function as a library, was no longer in
effect.
2. Renegotiate the lease of Hunt
Library to Grace Ministries
International.
Saying that “we were supposed to have
had this conversation three years ago,”
Ryan Cantor moved that the trustees recommend increasing the month-to-month
lease for the Hunt to $ 5,000 per month
from the current rate of $ 1,500, based on
his own “rough capital assessment” of the
site. Trustee Cantor emphasized that the
$5,000 figure was just a starting point,
and was not meant as a longterm solution.
The trustees discussed whether or not rent
could be structured in such a way that
payments would directly benefit the
library instead of go into the city’s General
Fund.
Continued on page 18
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Above:
Bubba and the
Big Bad Blues
provided the
soundtrack.

An estimated 300 residents experience the renovated park for the first time.

HILLCREST PARK: The Series
After a number of articles about the
park, from the early ones regarding the
effects of the drought, construction of the
stairs, to the planting of trees on Arbor
Day and recent work on the fountain and
surrounding stone work, there finally was
a culmination of many years of work
restoring much of the crown jewel of our
park system into a place we all can appreciate, so here we go:

THE BRIDGE
On Saturday May 5th the Hillcrest Park
ribbon cutting ceremony took place.
There they are, (see photo above) some of
the first of many who entered the park on
foot from the new bridge/entry point on
Harbor. I met a few who live within walking distance, others who found parking
and opted to come in over the bridge
instead of the side entrance or coming
down from parking above. Like you, I
have driven by many times recently hoping to see how it would turn out, and now
we know. Even the natural plants in the
Brea Creek Channel seem nicer than ever
before.
Completion of the great lawn and fountain restoration were celebrated with live
music by Bubba and The Big Bad Blues,
food, games, speeches and a few wet toes
in the fountain (how can a kid resist?)

Gotta say, hard to tell the new stone work
from the original work done by the Works
Progress Administration
Kate Dalton, spokesperson for
Fullerton Heritage, told us how the project had been in the works for 10 years,
and mentioned that the park was placed
on the National Registry of Historic
Places in 2005. Others mentioned how it
has been decades since the fountain
worked, apparently over 40 years. I sure
don’t recall ever seeing it in action.
Hugo Curiel, Fullerton’s Director of
Parks and Recreation, introduced the
many public servants who were on hand
and thanked the many who participated
in the project.
This was the second phase. The first
one, the pine forest stairs, was completed
last year and has been covered here. They
have become a popular exercise spot as
well as a place to take in the view. You
don’t need to run up and down to appreciate them so don’t hesitate to walk out to
one of the platforms and take in the
sights.
If all goes well, the lower picnic area and
duck pond will be restored. Proposals for
those projects are now being considered.
We all need some open space in our lives,
and this historic park is a good place to
start.

At Right:
Enjoying
the event
were
Hillcrest Advisory
Committee
members
Kaye Miller,
Chris Huesser,
and Kate Dalton
(also a Fullerton
Heritage member)
and Tom Dalton,
VP of Fullerton
Heritage.

Just across from Hillcrest Park crews set up a Day of Music banner.

KEEPING IT SAFE & THE UPCOMING DAY OF MUSIC
For whatever reason, some drivers seem
to feel their rights are being violated
whenever the FPD, FFD, or any type of
work truck is in need of the right lane on
Harbor, but as you can see, when
installing our latest round of Day of
Fullerton banners, it’s pretty hard to miss
the need to move over with all of these

warning signs.
So, all is safe, and all of the volunteers at
Day of Music want to thank the sponsors
for helping us liven up the look of our
downtown and getting the word out that
this free annual event is coming up the
first day of Summer, June 21st. Hope to
see you there!
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Girl Scout Troop 2399 Create Sensory Garden
The Silver Award is the highest achievement a Girl Scout cadette can earn and
Sydney Rosas, Abbey Short, Avani
Pilkhane, Samantha Rosas, and Julia
Bustamante did an amazing job earning
their Silver Awards. Over the years they
have had the opportunity to work with
Fullerton Cares, an autism coalition that
brings awareness, acceptance and action
to schools and our community for children diagnosed with the condition.
For their Silver Award project they
chose to create a mini sensory garden for

kids at this year’s annual Mardi Gras for
Autism event. Community partners
including Fullerton Cares, QuickWire
and others, plus funds from cookie sales
earned enough in materials and expertise
to create an amazing zone of pools, bins,
and a walk-through kid car wash with different textures, colors, sounds and activities. They also brought the garden to the
recent Faces of Fullerton event.
Now they are donating the garden to a
local school so it will continue to give joy
to kids on the autism spectrum.

Julia Hsing, Mathew Merioles, Denny Lee, Michael Woolridge, Jonathan Hsing,
Joseph Ho, and Justin Huang, the Super Champ Group with Lions Club’s Pete Baron at
this year’s Fullerton City Chess Championship. - PHOTO ARLINE SCHMUCKE

Congratulations to Fullerton’s Chess Champs
The Fullerton Host Lion 13th annual Fullerton City Chess Championship
Tournament had the largest participation ever: 61 students vs. the previous high of 53!

ACROSS
1. Red ___ (not eaten by vegetarians)
5. Red ___ (cinnamon candies)
9. Red ___ (Clara Barton founded it)
14. Swiss river
15. Start of our national anthem
16. “The Perfect Nanny” author Slimani
17. One reason for jail, say
19. Online shelter?
20. 1901 novel set in India
21. Kisses from Mr. Pacino, in a letter?
22. Park place?
23. Red ___ (Gulf of Mexico fish)
25. Red ___ (Snoopy’s nemesis)
26. Apple’s Jobs nickname?
28. Celebratory move and popular meme
31. Inlets
34. L.A. Angel, e.g.
35. “The Name of the Rose” writer Umberto
36. Red ___ (Annie’s curls)
37. Red ___ (Villain in “Avengers:
Infinity War)
39. Red ___ (established after
the 1917 October Revolution)
40. Steelers’ grp.
41. Chow ___
42. Church recesses
43. Taoism founder Lao-___
44. “Pepsi beat Coke ___ test”
47. Red ___ (licorice)
49. Red ___ (2018 Jennifer Lawrence film)
53. Picturesque
55. Banned apple spray
56. Baseball stat
57. Engine supercharger
58. Possessing a hot temper
60. Actor David in “Jerry Maguire”
61. Middle of March
62. Not odd
63. Red ___ (warning signs)
64. Red ___ (bureaucracy)
65. Red ___ (1988 Schwarzenegger/Belushi
film)

DOWN
1. Halloween costumes
2. Dine at home
3. Scent
4. ___ Aviv
5. Deceptions
6. Academy Awards
7. ___ Volcano, in the Philippines
8. Damascus’ land, abbr.
9. More understandable
10. So out it’s in
11. Toxic flowering shrubs
12. “I ___ the Body Electric”
from “Fame”
13. Fill to excess
18. Former Montreal team
22. Judge’s mallet
24. Dock
25. ‘90s TV show “Saved
by the ___”
27. Razz
29. Highest point
30. Some scouts
31. Cat, in Cannes
32. Idiots
33. Conversely
37. Tourist town in Slovakia
38. South Korean cars
39. Impersonator
41. Yellow characters from
“Despicable Me”
42. Pac-Man maker
45. Out for the night
46. Meager
48. “You are ___ trouble, mister!”
50. Christopher of “Superman”
51. “Land ___ vacations available”
52. 2000 Shaggy song “It ___ Me”
53. Double ___ Oreo
54. Ringlet
55. Verdi opera
58. In shape
59. Book before Esther, abbr.

Come check
out our

CAPRI SHOES
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by Francine Vudoti © 2018

Amazing Artists’ Hub in Town
I was recently invited to an art exhibit. This is where my favorite painter held her
Having been to a few art exhibits in the exhibit, a collection of about 20 huge
past which were usually held at the paintings that filled the entire room. I
Fullerton Museum, I thought we would would call her exhibit grand and breathbe visiting the Fullerton Museum again. taking.
“My Life on Earth: A Mini
I never realized that on the first Friday of
this month (May), I was going to discov- Retrospective of Paintings by Sharon
er a whole new place that showcases an Kennedy” is a collection of the painter’s
impression of life, events, and people.
amazing collection of art.
Most of the events captured
My bestfriend, Israela, who is
her paintings with people
herself an artist and whose
Maybe they in
as subject are dancing and
sketches have won awards in
can add
family party scenes. My
school competitions, came with
a studio for favorite is the painting of her
me. As we walked along West
mom and dad dancing. I love
Sante Fe Street in downtown
younger
not just the vivid colors that
Fullerton, in search of the
people...
almost bring her parents back
venue, we had no idea what to
to life but the beautiful story
expect. We knew about the
behind it. Her mom must
condominium building that
was recently built but we were clueless have kept that memory so dear to her
that right across from it, a warehouse- heart that even on her deathbed she
looking structure holds a bustling activity remembered to share it with her daughter
of artists showcasing their collections and who captured the story in her painting.
guests walking around enjoying their time All her massive paintings showed a lot of
as they take in life’s beauty captured in devotion and self-confidence. I am glad I
came to her exhibit because when I am
various art forms.
The place is called Magoski Arts older, I might follow in her footsteps.
Israela and I both love art. She loves
Colony. It is Fullerton’s artists’ hub where
artists show their work in their respective sketching manually with her pencil and
studios and exhibits of guest artists take I’m crazy about digital animation. Our
place. As we went from one studio to the experience at the Magoski Art Colony has
next, we lost track of time as we took in inspired us to be more dedicated to our
craft.
the beauty of each piece of art.
I learned that the art colony is open
We only came back to our senses when
we entered the Violet Hour. It is the every first Friday of the month during the
biggest studio which is actually as big as First Friday ArtWalk downtown. Maybe,
all the rest of the studios put together. we can go visit again another time.

Best friends Francine and Israela stand by their favorite painting in the show
that told the story of the artist’s parents.
We noticed though that we were the
only kids there. It looks like the place is
mostly for adults. Even though we had
my mom escorting us, we felt awkward
navigating an all-adults-territory. Maybe
they can also put up an artists’ hub for
younger people through college.

At Left:
Service
Awards
were
presented
to
Jackson
Solheid,
Robert
Franco
and
Elijah
Jones

Fullerton Service League of Boys
The Fullerton Service League of Boys
(affectionately known as “SLOBs”) graduated its first class of charter members in a
ceremony held on April 29th. The group
has enabled young men to volunteer with
a wide array of community organizations
including Habitat for Humanity, the
Fullerton Public Library, All the Arts for
All the Kids, the Fullerton School
District, Pathways of Hope, and many
more since its launch in the spring of
2015. Starting with an initial membership
of 40 boys, the club counted 80 members

this year. This year members donated
almost 2400 hours of hands-on service to
the community. Jackson Solheid was honored as Volunteer of the Year with 84 service hours to his credit; Robert Franco with
76 hours of service, and Elijah Jones with
75 hours of service also were awarded gold
medals.
Membership is open to any boy entering grades 9-12 who lives in or attends
school in Fullerton, La Habra, Buena Park
or Brea. For more information, visit
www.fullertonslobs.com.

SUMMER 2018
REGISTRATION IS
NOW IN PROGRESS.
Summer Session begins
Monday, June 4th.
• PRE-COMPETITIVE CLASSES

REGISTER TODAY !

“My Life on Earth: A Mini
Retrospective of Paintings by Sharon
Kennedy” will be on exhibit for a second
time on June 1st, from 6:00 pm to 10:00
pm at the Violet Hour Gallery in the
Magoski Art Colony at 225 W. Santa Fe
Avenue in Fullerton, CA 92832.
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SCHOOL DISTRICT NOTES
by Jan Youngman
Fullerton School District Board meets at 6pm on
2nd & 4th Tuesdays of each month at district headquarters,
1401 W. Valencia Dr., Fullerton, 92833.
For agenda go to: www.fsd.k12.ca.us or call 714-447-7400

March/April Highlights
SOLAR POWER SOLUTIONS
Stan Butts and Matt Spence from
Indore Environmental Services presented
information to the board regarding
Photovoltaic Power (Solar Power). They
spoke about energy solutions for the
Fullerton School District including solar
advantages and cost savings.

GIFT CARDS FROM FETA
& EMERGENCY SUPPORT
Ms. Montoya of Fullerton Elementary
Teachers Association said that in celebration of Read Across America, FETA will
be distributing $100 Barnes and Noble
gift cards to each Media Center at every
school site.
She thanked everyone who responded
so quickly including the Fullerton Police
Department to the recent incident at
Parks Jr. High (where a student threatened
to shoot up the school was stopped before
harm was done). She stated how grateful
she is for Laurie Bruneau (Risk Manager)
and for the work being done by the
School Safety Steering Committee to
make sure all Fullerton schools are safe.
Trustee Sugarman said she was proud of
Parks Jr. High staff and thanked the
Executive Cabinet for their great communication during this difficult time.
Trustee Vazquez reiterated her gratitude
to the staff who educate and support students everyday. She thanked Executive
Cabinet for providing support to school
leaders. She expressed appreciation for the
communication provided to everyone

regarding the Parks Jr. High situation.
Principal Robin Gilligan thanked the
Board and Executive Cabinet for their
support in increasing mental health funds
and for providing resources to principals
and students.

RECOGNITIONS
•First Presbyterian Church of Fullerton
was recognized by the Board of Trustees
and Jaime Anne Hopton (Principal at
Golden Hill School). She described the
church as a true partner to Golden Hill
School.
They’ve supported LOVE
FULLERTON at Golden Hill, by providing
a basket of snacks approved by Nutrition
Services for students who don’t have a
snack at recess, and thier members volunteer their time to support students in primary classrooms. Church volunteers
make a hot breakfast each Tuesday and
offer it to anyone enrolled at Golden Hill
School and their family. “Time and time
again,” said Principal Hopton, “they have
shown that they care for the families and
our community. Golden Hill is very
thankful for their time and energy and
support.”
•Ms. Vivien Moreno, California Assoc.
Distinguished Service Award (Orange
Region)
•Dr. Alison Demark, Distinguish
Services California Gifted & Talented
Distinguish Service Award
•Fullerton Public Library Staff: Kathy
Dasney, Janine Jacobs & Judy Booth for
all their assistance to the Fullerton schools
& students.
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Troy No Hitter
The Troy Warriors JV baseball team
traveled to their cross town rivals on
Friday, May 4th to have their final face
off of the season against the Fullerton
Indians. It was a hot spring day with
the temperature reaching a toasty 93
degrees. Troy started the game off with
3 runs in the first on a walk and 3 hits.
On the mound for Troy was the 6'2"
freshman lefty Brandon Clark. Clark
started the game off with a strike then
proceeded to throw 4 balls in a row
walking the lead runner. That's when
things started to heat up for the hard
throwing left hander as he struck out
the next batter. The runner advanced
to second on a past ball. The next batter bunted a shallow pop up that Clark
dove for and caught as the runner
tagged from second on his way to
third. The next batter struck out but
the catcher dropped the 3rd strike and
over threw the first baseman and the
runner was safe at first while allowing Lefty, Brandon Clark pitches a no-hitter.
the run to score from 3rd. That's all Clark needed as he continued to dominate
on the mound keeping the Tribe off balance with a dominating fastball along
with a curve ball and change-up that showed to be to much for the Indians. Clark
threw 94 pitches in the contest to complete the 7 inning no-hitter. Clark struck
out 11 batters and put out 5 runners on assists to win the contest 7-1. Clark also
provided his team 1 RBI with a single to left along with a walk and run scored.
•Tizoc Castillo, California School
Employee of the Year Finalist
•Alison Garcia, Beechwood SchoolAbove & Beyond Award
•Diana Guadalupe, Richman student,
received SARB Recognition for dramatically improving her school attendance.
•FSD was selected as the #5 Digital
District in the U.S. The only District west
of the Mississippi
•Fisler & Acacia for being recognized
as California Distinguished Schools
•Beechwood & Ladera Vista schools
for being invited to compete in the Cyber
Security Junior High Competition in
Boston, Mass.
•Catch Me at My Best Recipients: Ann
Scott (Teacher at Commonwealth
Elementary), Maryann May (Senior
Secretary
of
Maintenance
and
Operations), Diana Gutierrez (Clerk at
Hermosa Drive School), Melissa Wrobel
(Teacher at Hermosa Drive School), Edna
Figueroa (Office Manager at Woodcrest
School), Jose Beltran (Custodian at
Valencia Park School), Mucio Vidales
(Teacher at Nicolas JHS), and Jose Sotelo
(Custodian at Nicolas JHS) Alyssa
Larnerd (Teacher at Orangethorpe
School), Angela Rivera (Instructional
Assistant at Commonwealth School);
•Nicolas JHS Speech & Debate
Recognitions: Donny Cannady and Jason
Romay were recognized for making it to
semi-finals and earning medals, trophies,
and spots on the Varsity Team for Novice
Duo Interpretation.
Victor Corrales, Haley Campos and
Katherine Perez were recognized for competing in Novice Duo Interpretation.

Delilah Gomez was recognized for making it to semi-finals and earning medals,
and a spot on the Varsity Team for Novice
Prose Interpretation. Crystal Saucedo was
recognized for competing in Novice Prose
Interpretation.
Edgar Alaniz was recognized for competing in Novice Prose & Duo
Interpretation and Nevaeha Cabrera recognized for competing in Novice
Storytelling.
•Beechwood Choir: The 7th/8thGrade
Beechwood Choir students sang a beautiful rendition of the National Anthem.
Recently, these students had the opportunity to sing the National Anthem at the
Anaheim Ducks hockey home game.
Principal Julie Graham presented an
overview of Beechwood School’s many
wonderful programs and activities.
•Fern Drive School’s students did an
excellent job of detailing the unique programs at their school, especially the use of
“sketch book.”

Free K-12 Tutoring
Free tutoring and counseling sessions for students K-12 are offered
every Saturday morning from
9:30am to 11am. Counseling is by a
California Department of Education
certified counselor. Academic tutoring is provided for reading, language,
arts or math. Fullerton Elks Lodge,
1400 Elks View Lane, Fullerton, CA
92836. Call 714-870-1993 with
questions.
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IMMIGRATION

DISPELLING MYTHS ABOUT IMMIGRATION:
Jody Agius Vallejo is a Fullerton resident, an expert on immigration, and a
sociology professor at USC. Vallejo has a
Ph.D from UCI where she studied race,
ethnicity and immigration. She also has a
Master’s Degree in Demographic and
Social Analysis and she is currently
Associate Director of the Center for the
Study of Immigrant Integration at USC.
Fullerton Observer: Is undocumented
or illegal immigration on the rise?
Jody Agius Vallejo: There is no undocumented migration crisis. Undocumented
migration to the US is at historic lows and
has been at net zero since 2009 The
majority of undocumented immigrants
who are in the country today are long settled and have been here ten years or longer
( h t t p : / / w w w. p e w re s e a r c h . o r g / f a c t tank/2017/04/27/5-facts-about-illegalimmigration-in-the-u-s/.
I often hear people talk about
“Comprehensive Immigration Reform”
What does that mean?
Comprehensive immigration reform
means making evidence-based policy that
considers the realities of immigration
today. For example, it means thinking
about what kinds of workers our economy
needs and retaining family-based migration. It also means thinking about longsettled undocumented immigrants who
are here today in the country, and making
sure that they have a pathway to citizenship that doesn’t criminalize them.
Undocumented youth need a clean
Dream Act, which is a citizenship pathway that doesn’t add on additional
enforcement actions, but we also need
broader legislation that provides a pathway to citizenship for all undocumented
people which will facilitate their integration into our communities.
You recently spoke at a Fullerton
City Council meeting, arguing that
Fullerton should not join the federal
lawsuit against California’s Sanctuary
Laws. Why do you support
Sanctuary laws?
We live in a country where the militarization of the border has resulted in the
long-term settlement of undocumented
immigrants and we’ve seen inaction on
the part of the federal government to create comprehensive immigration reform
that leads to a pathway to citizenship for
undocumented people, so the reality is
that we have undocumented people in our
communities—they are our neighbors,
students, workers, family members, they
are our friends, they are business owners.

I sat down with Vallejo to discuss the
politically-charged topic of immigration,
to hopefully gain a better, fact-based
understanding of this topic, and to dispel
some popular myths, particularly about
undocumented immigration in America.
She provided links to studies backing
up each of her statements.
See the longer version of this interview
with all the links on the BLOG tab at
www.fullertonobserver.com.
We have a lot of DACA recipients who
are teachers, who are working in pubic
service. They are everyday people integrated into our communities, and they are
under threat with this administration.
If someone is detained and deported—
that is the dissolution of a family, it’s a
business that is abandoned, it is a school
that is disrupted. Ultimately, the threat of
detention and deportation breaks down
social cohesion in communities because it
diminishes trust and it has lasting effects
for individuals and families. For example,
research shows that more than eight-million U.S. citizens live with an undocumented family member and the deportation of a parent increases mental health
problems among children and leads to
economic instability for families.
What does the research show about
Sanctuary laws and policies—do they
lead to rampant lawlessness?
It is imperative that our community
leaders make evidence-based policy. The
data and research consistently shows that
sanctuary counties are more socially cohesive—they have better outcomes for all
residents, including higher annual median
incomes, lower rates of poverty, and lower
rates of violent crime. For example, using
data from Immigration and Customs
Enforcement, research demonstrates that
on average, there are 35.5 fewer violent
crimes committed for 10,000 people in
sanctuary counties compared to non-sanctuary counties (https://www.americanprogress.org/issues/immigration/reports/201
7/01/26/297366/the-effects-of-sanctuarypolicies-on-crime-and-the-economy/).
Many negative stereotypes exist about
undocumented immigrants—they’re
criminals, they’re a drain on the system, etc. What does the research show?
The majority of undocumented immigrants in the US and California are not
criminals—they actually have lower incarceration rates than the native born—and
lower rates of crime
Undocumented immigrants come here
to work. They come here to support their
families, whether it’s back home or in the
US. The data actually shows that there’s

WAR COSTS in Life & Money
IN IRAQ & AFGHANISTAN

• 181,113 Civilians killed by violence www.iraqbodycount.org (4/14/2018)
• 4,541
US soldiers killed in Iraq: (DoD 4/14/2018)
• 2,410
US soldiers killed in Afghanistan (3/16/2018) www.icasualties.org
• 32,223
• 17,674

US soldiers wounded (DOD reports) www.icasualties.org
Iraq 3/2003 to present (no updates since 11/2011)
Afghanistan 10/2001 to present (no updates since 9/2012)

• $4.501
Trillion

Cost of wars Since 2001 www.costofwar.com (4/14/2018)
(rounded down)

California Only: 3,974 soldiers wounded and 1,371 dead in wars since 2001.

EVERY HOUR US taxpayers are paying $32.08 million
for total costs of war. What Can We Do With this Money Instead?
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States to work legally that leads to permanent settlement. We do allow for some
temporary work visas for seasonal workers
to come into the US for things like agricultural and manufacturing work. One of
the issues is that we don’t allocate enough
visas to meet our economic demands, at
either the high end of the labor market
(professional jobs) or the low end of the
labor market. So a lot of employers have
always just hired undocumented workers.
One policy action that scholars have been
talking about for a long time is creating
immigration policy where work visas are
adjustable and actually tied to the needs of
our economy. That’s not how our current
policy works and it one reason why people
continuously hire undocumented immigrants in different sectors of the economy.

An Interview with Professor Jody Agius Vallejo (part 1)
by Jesse La Tour

MID MAY

Professor Jody Agius Vallejo
with her book “Barrios to Burbs.”
an inverse relationship between immigration and crime There’s a long body of
research that shows that as immigration
increases in a community, crime rates go
down (https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2018/03/30/upshot/crime-immigration-myth.html). Immigrants revitalize
communities and are key to economic
growth. They’re here to work. They’re here
to contribute. They’re not here to commit
crimes.
Research shows consistently that immigrants are generally a net benefit to our
economy. Undocumented immigrants
contribute $12 billion a year to social
security, and that is money that they will
likely never receive.
What about the criticism that undocumented immigrants don’t pay taxes?
That’s another common misconception.
Immigrants pay local, state, and federal
taxes, from sales taxes when they buy
things, to income taxes, to property taxes.
The Institute on Taxation and Economic
Policy estimates that undocumented
immigrants’ tax contributions in Orange
County total $145 million. And a quarter
of undocumented immigrants in Orange
County own homes. These immigrants
are rooted to our county and they are paying property taxes. It is also important to
remember that these tax contributions
would increase exponentially if undocumented immigrants had access to a pathway to citizenship.
Some people say that undocumented
or illegal immigrants broke the law,
and are criminals, and therefore
deserve no rights or protections.
Being in the country without authorization is a civil (not a criminal) offense. The
majority of undocumented immigrants in
the US actually overstay Visas. Also, I
think that people who make those comments don’t understand how the immigration system works, or why people even
migrate in the first place.
Some legal immigrants seem to be
offended by the presence of
undocumented immigrants.
What does migrating legally from
Mexico to the US today take?
The majority of people enter the US
with visas under employer sponsorship or
family reunification and the backlog right
now is so large that people who applied
under family reunification in the 1990s
from certain countries like the Philippines
or Mexico are just now getting their visa
approval to come into the United States.
We only allow a certain number of
immigrants to enter into the U.S. a year,
and there’s virtually no way for a lower
wage worker to come into the United

What do you think is animating this
current wave of anti-immigrant
sentiment in America?
A lot of people were hypothesizing initially that Trump’s victory was a result of
economic anxiety, but what the research
has told us more recently is that a lot of
what we’re seeing is linked to fear of racial
change, fear that the white population is
declining along with their privilege
(http://www.pnas.org/content/early/2018/0
4/18/1718155115.short?rss=1), and that
there’s something different about these
other groups that make this position
imperiled. There are academic theories
about the position of one’s group in society, who feel like that position is threatened because of resources, because of the
economy, because of demographic
change—people try to engage in tactics to
ensure that their advantage is maintained.
Instead of learning or understanding that
our futures are all linked together, there’s a
backlash against groups and people who
are gaining power in American society—
women, people of color, etc.
Can you talk about some solutions at a
local community level, for addressing
undocumented immigration?
The community level is so important
because it’s where integration plays out in
everyday life. Fullerton is remarkable in
that this is a community that is extremely
civically engaged and extremely diverse.
Fullerton is a case study for change
because there are a lot of people working
together to create a better community.
Regardless of our political ideologies, so
many of us want to work to make this a
better place—that means working
towards equity, thinking about the people
who are here, who are going to be our
future, and it should be a future in which
we all see ourselves.
One of the things I want to propose to
the Fullerton City council is a Council on
Immigrant Integration that brings together many stakeholders and input from the
community about what our immigrant
community needs. Other cities have done
this very successfully and it’s really transformed communities. My Center at USC
was involved in setting up that structure
in Los Angeles. Evidence-based solutions
and policies have to be included, and we
must really think about what is the shared
vision we all have for our community, and
that means incorporating the voices of
people who have felt excluded or marginalized.
This is an opportunity to build bridges,
to work on our relationships with each
other, to create a welcoming Fullerton,
and to build the leadership skills of people
on our community who have felt that they
are left out of the conversation in our city.
Stay tuned for Part 2 of our interview
with Vallejo in the early June issue
of the Observer!
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NATURE

A bicyclist explores the path through Coyote Hills Tree Park between Coyote Hills Drive and Parks Road north of Rosecrans.

VIDEO OBSERVER
by Emerson Little © 2018

Fullerton Parks
Fullerton is a city rich with parks and
recreational trails. Most people in
Fullerton are familiar with Hillcrest Park.
However, they may not be aware of the
fifty-one other parks within the city.
Everyone, from the outdoor enthusiast to
the quiet picnicker, will appreciate the
natural beauty these parks and trails have
to offer.
Let’s start with Acacia Park near Troy
High School. Following Fullerton Creek,
Acacia Park is a picturesque place surrounded by large trees. Children from
nearby Acacia Elementary and St. Juliana
School can play on the park’s swings and
the colorful playground equipment, while
high schoolers and college students can
use the park for filming or science projects. It’s also a popular destination for
local residents who want to walk their
dogs. Extending east along Old River
Road and west along Fullerton Creek
Road, the Fullerton Creek Greenbelt connects to the family-friendly Acacia Park
with a scenic tree-lined path that sporadically opens up to provide a view of the
stream below. Visitors can also challenge
themselves on the exercise course scattered
throughout the greenbelt.

Now that the weather’s warming up for
summer, the city’s spray pools will soon be
open in Adlena Park and Lemon Park.
From May 31 through August 7, children
can cool off by playing in the spray pools
as long as they wear bathing suits or
water-friendly clothing. With its large picnic shelter area, barbecue pits and a lighted basketball court, Adlena Park is the
perfect place for group activities.
Lemon Park is also a great recreation
area for the young and young-at-heart.
Named after John Francis Lemon, a former park superintendent for Fullerton
who served for twenty-nine years, this
park has a large picnic area for families
and a long athletic field for anyone who
wants to play sports.
Four of Fullerton’s parks are close to
Parks Junior High School. Named after
astronauts, Edward H. White II, Virgil
“Gus” Grissom and Roger B. Chaffee,
three of these parks are dedicated to the
memories of the men who devoted their
lives to the US space program.
Unfortunately, the three all died during a
fire while conducting a pre-launch simulation of the Apollo One command module on January 27, 1967. Edward White is

noted as the first American to walk in
space. Gus Grissom was the first man in
history to make two voyages into outer
space. Lastly, Roger B. Chaffee was a
famous lieutenant commander of the
Navy, who was selected for NASA’s Apollo
Program in 1963.
The Rosecrans Regional Trail runs
through all three parks and through West
Coyote Hills Tree Park on Parks Road on
its way back to Rosecrans Avenue. Serving
as a quiet rest area along the trail, Tree
Park has benches for visitors to take a
break and observe nature. The Rosecrans
Regional Trail transforms into a sidewalk
as it reaches Rosecrans Avenue, which
people can follow until they reach West
Coyote Hills Park on N. Gilbert and
Rosecrans. This park is described on the
city website, “With its mature shade trees,
the park provides a pleasant environment
for picnics and relaxing strolls for the residents of the local neighborhood.”
Fullerton families who live around
Pacific Drive Elementary and the surrounding community are probably aware
of Pacific Drive Park. Back in 2016, it was
reported in the Fullerton Observer that
kids at the school were being exposed to
illegal behaviors by homeless individuals
at the park. This motivated the school district to want to fence and lock Pacific
Drive Park daily, but the Fullerton Parks
and Recreation Commission did not want
to lock a community park away. Design
changes were then proposed, such as moving the tot lot closer to the street and
changing the flooring material from sand
to recycled rubber. Vinyl slats were also
placed on the park side of the school
fence. The Parks and Rec staff has recently made more improvements to the park
including an excellent play and picnic area
for the children and families of the nearby
elementary school.
Located across a bridge from Pacific
Drive and next to the Hunt Branch
Library is the Pooch Park - perfect for
dogs and their owners. There is a small
area for dogs weighing under twenty-five
pounds as well as a large dog area for big,
active, high energy canines.
Back in elementary school, I remember
helping my friend and his family walk
their dogs to this park. The Fullerton Dog
Park Foundation opens, closes and monitors the park on a daily basis. Pooch Park
is closed to the public every Wednesday
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for routine maintenance.
On December 3, 2016, a new playground space was created in Gilbert Park
on Orangethorpe Avenue. Over one hundred and fifty neighbors, community volunteers, and city staff came together and
installed a new play structure, benches
and a community bulletin board, built
picnic tables, storage boxes, cubbies and
soccer goals for the Gilbert Neighborhood
Center and the Orangethorpe Learning
Center, planted new landscaping and put
up a child-created wood tile mural, making it Fullerton’s fourth KaBoom project.
Opening in 1955, Chapman Park on
San Carlos Drive is now the home of the
city’s youth recreation program and the
East Fullerton Little League. This park,
named after Fullerton’s first mayor
Charles C. Chapman, offers plenty of
activities for the enjoyment of the whole
family. Children can challenge themselves
on the climbing wall while their parents
can picnic in the shade of the trees.
Another park with an outdoor climbing
wall is Ford Park, located on Wilshire
Avenue. In fact, a newly painted playground was built there in 2011. There is
plenty of open space for most recreational
and sport activities. On weekends soccer
and baseball teams practice at the park.
Bastanchury and Fern Park are located
close to each other. With two youth-sized
softball fields, a soccer field, basketball
court and children’s playground,
Bastanchury Park has a lot to offer. There
are actually two trails, one a cement sidewalk and the other a dirt trail for horses
running along the perimeter of the park.
Fern Park also has a wonderful play and
picnic area for the children and parents
who live around Fern Drive Elementary
and the surrounding community.
Although I have not mentioned all fiftytwo parks, there is a park in almost every
area in the City of Fullerton for friends
and family members to enjoy. To see my
video showcasing the parks I mentioned,
visit the Fullerton Observer website, click
on the “Videos” tab and click on the
words “Emerson Little YouTube
Channel,” which will take you directly to
my page.
For more information on each of
Fullerton’s parks plus a map, visit the
Parks & Recreation Department page on
the city website www.cityoffullerton.com.
Also visit www.FullertonWalks.com created
by Dennis Clark which gives a description
of each walking trail in Fullerton.
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HITS &
MISSES
by Joyce Mason
© 2018

THE RIDER: Two Hits
With most Western movies focusing on events
from another era, can this film genre make its way
into the twenty-first century? Director/screenwriter Chloe Zhao, who hails from Beijing but has
spent most of her life in the U.S., has accomplished this in only her second film. The story
“The Rider” tells us is so close to reality that it
could almost be viewed as a documentary.
Set in South Dakota’s Pine Ridge Indian
Reservation, “The Rider” uses the talents of cinematographer Joshua James Richard to capture the
often bleak but also majestic landscape, where
horses and cattle look more at home than people.
Rather than hire Hollywood actors and teach them
to ride, Zhao uses locals, already at home in the
hard scrabble country where a trailer sitting miles
from town constitutes home.
She strikes gold when she hires Brady Jandreau
to play her lead cowboy, Brady Blackburn. In his
early twenties and looking very much like a young
Ethan Hawke, Brady has known no life other than
training horses and competing in rodeos. He’s
good at both, but his last rodeo experience has left
him with a head injury that requires a steel plate in
his skull and eight inches of staples holding the
gash secure.
Brady’s mother has died of cancer when he was a
teenager and family now consists of his father
Wayne Blackburn (Tim Jandreau), who never
quite gets ahead of his bills because of his drinking
and gambling problems. But he does care about his
son in a strained father-son relationship that permits no self-pity and manifests itself with the constant reminder “to cowboy up.” Both father and
son are patient with 15-year-old Lilly Blackburn
(Lilly Jandreau), whose behavior is jarred by rather
severe autism.
With strong admonishments from his doctors to
avoid any future plans for returning to rodeo riding, Brady takes a job stacking shelves and checking groceries in the town’s market. But we are
acutely aware of the blandness of these tasks compared with the challenge and excitement Brady
experienced breaking broncos.
As if he needed any other reminders of the catastrophes that could befall him if he were to return
to rodeo riding, Brady makes frequent visits to his
permanently paralyzed best friend, Lane (Lane
Scott), who is unable to walk or speak and communicates by forming letters with his fingers. Lane
had once achieved fame and admiration from
other rodeo performers because of his skill at riding bulls.
Part of Zhao’s talent as a writer/director is to
allow chance to inform her projects. One scene
that was not in her original screenplay ended up as
a breath-taking sequence that lasts several minutes
in the film. The actors and crew are at a ranch
when the rancher mentions he has a horse that has
never been ridden because no one can control it.
Brady offers to try. We see him approach the
horse, speaking to it in low tones and eventually
being allowed to stroke it. If there is such a thing
as a “horse whisperer,” the real-life Brady Landreau
must possess that talent. Before the scene is over,
Brady is on top of the horse riding it around the
corral.
We worry about Brady’s future wondering if he
will adjust to a life that does not include rodeo riding but instead depends upon less dangerous skills.
We care about the tenuous relationship he has with
his father and we care about his sister, Lilly, whose
child-like behavior will make the transition to
adulthood more difficult than it is for most
teenagers.
There are no action figures in this drama but
there are real-life characters brave enough to
attempt dangerous feats and human enough to
own the consequences of failure.

TWO HITS: Don’t Miss it!

EVENTS CALENDAR
MON, MAY 14
•6:45pm: NUFF Forum on How
to Prepare for Disasters Fire Chief
Wolfgang Knabe will explain how to
make emergency plans to protect your
household during disasters when
emergency personnel may not be
available for a few days. Temple Beth
Tikvah (lower meeting room), 1600
N. Acacia, Fullerton.
TUES, MAY 15
•6:30pm: Fullerton City Council
Meeting at City Hall, 303 W.
Commonwealth. Emergency Shelter
Ordinance Zoning Amendment,
Library Cafe Contract, Body Worn
Camera & Tazer Agreement, Measure
M2 Renewal, and more. See full agenda at www.cityoffullerton.com
WED, MAY 16
•8am-1pm: Every Wednesday
Farmers Market at Independence
Park, next to the DMV on Valencia
between Euclid and Highland in
Fullerton. Fresh produce including
fruit, vegetables, eggs, flowers, plants,
baked goods, nuts, and more from the
farmer. Continues every Wednesday
rain or shine.
THURS, MAY 17
•3:30pm-8pm: Fullerton Family
YMCA Open House is a chance to
tour the fitness facility and be
informed about what the Y offers in
state-of-the-art training and cardio
equipment, group exercise, Zumba,
Body Pump, Barre, cycling, Silver
Sneakers, swimming, kids zone and
more. Also job opening info will be
available for lifeguards, swim instructors, membership representatives,
health & wellness coaches and more.
For more information visit www.facebook.com/events/196694371055903
•4pm-8:30pm: Every Thursday
Fullerton Downtown Market on E.
Wilshire between Harbor and Pomona
features live music, produce, food and
craft vendors, children’s activities,
Wine and Beer Garden and more. Free
admission & parking. Repeats every
Thurs.
FRI, MAY 18
•5pm-8pm: Fullerton Sunrise
Rotary Hoedown Fundraiser with
food, live Western music, and silent
and live auction at the Fullerton
Arboretum. All proceeds go to the
Fullerton Museum Center and other
Sunrise charities $75. To reserve your
spot call 714-738-6545 or visit
www.fullertonsunriserotary.org
FRI & SAT, MAY 18 & 19
•3rd Annual Robot Nation Come
see students compete in Robot Nation
events. Friday from 4pm to 8pm for
grades K-3 and 7-8th, and Saturday
from 9am to 3pm for grades 4 to 6th,
Ladera Vista Junior High School of
the Arts, 1700 E. Wilshire Ave,
Fullerton. Sponsored by the Fullerton
School District and Education
Foundation.RSVP
to
karen_vasquez@myfsd.org
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SAT, MAY 19
•10:30am-2pm: Women’s Club of
Fullerton Cares Autism Fundraiser
Bunco Boogie Brunch at 404 W.
Wilshire Ave. in Fullerton. Contact
Debbie Adams at 714-925-3430 for
tickets. $30 ticket includes brunch,
dessert, beverages, bunco, silent auction & raffle. Contact Debbie Adams
at
714-925-3430
and
visit
http://wcof.club/bunco-boogie/
•1:15pm: What Climate Change
Has to do with Separation of
Church & State Professor Kathleen
Treseder, who holds the Ayala Chair of
Ecology and Evolutionary Biology at
the University of California, Irvine,
will present a free lecture open to the
public at the Irvine Ranch Water
District Community Room, 15500
Sand Canyon Ave, Irvine 92618. Visit
www.au-oc.org or call 714-299-4551
for more info on this event. Seating is
first-come, first-seated.
SAT & SUN, MAY 19 & 20
•8am Saturday & 10am Sunday:
24th Annual Muckenthaler Car
Show features Hot Rods & Customs
on Saturday plus performances by
Disney Mouseketeer and singer-songwriter Sean Oliu and The Darden
Sisters. ($5/kids under 12 are free) and
on Sunday the Concourse d’Elegance
including vintage travel trailers plus
performance by Janet Klein and Her
Parlor Boys joined by LA band members ($10/ kids under 12 are free).
Visit www.muckcarshow.org or call
(866) 411-1212 for tickets and information. The Muckenthaler is located
at 1201 W. Malvern Ave., in
Fullerton. Visit www.themuck.org or
call (714) 738-6595.
SUN, MAY 20
•12:30pm-3pm: Solutions to
Homelessness in Orange County
featuring The Cost of Homelessness in
OC/UCI Study presenter Professor
David Snow; ACLU Homeless Policy
Analyst Eve Garrow; Tim Houchen of
Hope for Restoration; OC Catholic
Worker Jordan Holbert; and Fullerton
Councilmember Jesus Silva, plus display of award-winning photography
by David Freeman. Suggested donation of new underwear and socks for
homeless. Light lunch served while it
lasts from noon to 12:30. Unitarian
Universalist (at Temple Beth Tikvah),
1600 N. Acacia Ave, Fullerton 92831.
•5pm: Friends of Jazz Fundraiser
“All That Jazz” features the Debbi
Ebert Quartet at Los Coyotes Country
Club, 8888 Los Coyotes Dr., Buena
Park. Call Charlotte at (714)870-9067
or Dottie at (714)525-6669 about
tickets $65. Proceeds from the BBQ
Buffet and entertainment benefit
music in the schools.
•5pm: Ron Kobayashi & vocalist
Andrea Miller perform at a fundraising dinner prepared by award-winning
Chef Jon Sanders at Congregational
Church of Fullerton, 845 N Euclid St,
Fullerton. Call (714)526-2662

THURS, MAY 24
•9am: Kids Ocean Day Cleanup
will see over 1.300 students from
across OC coming to remove trash
from the sand at Huntington State
Beach. Afterwards around 11am the
kids will have an ariel photo taken. For
the rest of the afternoon kids will
enjoy the beach and ocean. Contact
Dyana Peña at dyana@coastkeeper.org
for more information.
•4pm: Design Review Committee
Public Hearing at City Hall, 303 W.
Commonwealth meets to consider the
partial exterior renovation of the former Bulü Bakery Café (between Ace
Hardware and the beauty shop) at 101
N. Harbor at Commonwealth.
Pickled Monk, a restaurant with bar is
moving in. Details are available 72
hours before the hearing on the city
website or contact Edgardo Caldera at
EdgardoC@cityoffullerton.com
SAT, MAY 26
•2pm-6pm: Book Launch Party
Everyday Superman by Chad
Michael Granier at Roscoe’s Famous
Deli, 116 W. Commonwealth,
Fullerton. Preorder a book at chadmichaelgranier.com and bring it with
you and enjoy jambalaya & seafood.
SUN, MAY 27
•4pm: Ron Kobayashi Trio with
vocalist Debbi Ebert perform at a
Florentine’s Grill, 102 N Harbor,
Fullerton. No cover. http://rkobamusic.wix.com/ron-kobayashi
TUES, MAY 29
•6pm-8:30pm:
Full
Moon
Haunted Walking Tour starts with a
paranormal open house at 5:30pm
with members of the NOC
Paranormal Society sharing the latest
developments in paranormal investigation. Then a walking tour of
Downtown Fullerton’ haunted locations. Call the Museum Center to
reserve your spot at (714)738-6545.
$20 ($18/museum members)
FRI, JUNE 1
•6pm-10pm: Free First Friday
ArtWalk Downtown Fullerton features local art on display all within
easy
walking
distance.
Visit
www.fullertonartwalk.com for a map
of the venues.
SAT, JUNE 2
•6pm: Free Fullerton Community
Band Concert on the Quad at
Fullerton College, 321 E. Chapman
Ave. Bring chairs, blankets, and dinner
and enjoy live music outdoors “And
the Band Played On...”
•6pm: Taste of the Town Fabulous
50s takes place at the Fullerton
Museum Plaza on E. Wilshire in
downtown Fullerton. Food samples
from 20 restaurants, live music by the
Swing Cats, wine, beer, soft drinks,
dancing and silent auction. $65 preevent/$70 at the door (children 12
and under are free). Reserve tickets
(714)562-5124 or visit www.assistanceleague.org/fullerton/taste-of-thetown.

Outdoor Movies
8pm on Saturdays
June 9 - June 30
Fullerton Museum
Plaza,
E. Wilshire Ave
Between Harbor &
Pomona
Free
714-738-6545
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FILM, MUSIC & THEATER
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AIRLINE HIGHWAY
@ Fullerton College
Bronwyn Dodson Theater
321 E. Chapman Ave. Fullerton
Tickets: (714) 992-7150

ELEVADA

In the parking lot of the Hummingbird
Motel, off the titular highway near New
Orleans, the hotel’s residents have gathered to celebrate the life of Miss Ruby, an
iconic burlesque queen who has been a
mother figure to them all. Miss Ruby’s life
is nearing its end, and she requests that
her funeral takes place while she is still
alive so she can attend the festivities. As
the Mardi Gras-esque celebration continues into the night, the stories of the residents, their pain and disappointments
unfold. Airline Highway by Lisa
D’Amour, directed by Candice Clasby.
Thru May 19th. Admission: Door $15
and Presale $12.50

2018

ELVIS ‘68
@ Maverick Theater
110 E. Walnut Ave. Fullerton
Tickets: (714) 526-7070
www.mavericktheater.com
Returning by popular demand, Elvis
'68 relives a historic moment in music history, leather suit and all. This stage re-creation of the crooner's 1968 live comeback
special explores a pivotal moment in the
life and career of Elvis Presley. At the time,
Elvis hadn't played a live show in seven
years and his popularity was fading. But
what was meant to be a safe Christmas
concert turned into an intimate jam session. This show features 20 of Elvis’ hits
with storytelling and audience interaction. Thru June 9, Friday & Saturday, at
8pm, Sunday at 6pm. Tickets $30 ($15
for students with current ID).

@ CHANCE THEATRE (BETTY AITKEN THEATER ARTS CENTER)
5522 E. La Palma Ave. Anaheim
Tickets: (888)455-4212
www.chancetheater.com

What kind of tango partner are you looking for — one that will glide with you
above all of life’s messiness, or someone who will stay with you on the ground? It’s
only their first date, but Ramona and Khalil’s time is already running out. Ramona
has cancer. Khalil is selling his identity to a corporation. Typical relationship stuff.
While they both seem set to vanish off this earth, they unexpectedly find themselves
preparing to give love one more try. This warm, witty, and wise romantic comedy
asserts that even in the potentially hazardous, high stakes game of love and relationships… the risk is worth it if it means finding your favorite dancing companion.
Recommendation: Ages 13 and above. Contains adult language. Elevada by Sheila
Callaghan, directed by Nicholas C. Avila plays through June 3rd.

13th Annual Jazz Fest
at the Muckenthaler
The Muck’s 13th Annual Jazz Festival
returns with new energy and new producers, multiple Grammy winner and CSUF
Professor Bill Cunliffe and Carson
Foundation Chair Jeff Sotzing. The
Festival features six consecutive concerts
each at 7:30pm on Thursdays between
May 17 and June 21.

MAY
•May 17- Poncho Sanchez and Band
Latin Jazz: A fiery stew of straight ahead
jazz, gritty soul music, and infectious
melodies and rhythms from a variety of
Latin American and South American
sources.
•May 24- Tonight Show Alum Tommy
Peterson with Fullerton Jazz Orchestra,
Bill Cunliffe, conducting. Saxophonist
and woodwind artist Peterson has played
in notable Big bands including the NBC
Tonight Show Orchestra with Doc
Severinsen for 17 years.
•May 31- Barbara Morrison and Band
Vivacious Vocals: Grammy-nominated
jazz & blues singer Barbara Morrison’s
twenty-year career as a performer includes
appearances with Ray Charles, Dizzy
Gillespie, and Buddy Collette.
JUNE
•June 7- Glenn Cashman: Jazz saxophonist and composer in a sensational
night of music.
•June 14- Ernie Watts & Imagination
with Bill Cunliffe: Two-time Grammy
Award winner Watts has been featured on
over 500 recordings by artists ranging
from Cannonball Adderley to Frank
Zappa, always exhibiting his unforgettable trademark sound. Jazz pianist, composer and Grammy Award-winning
arranger Bill Cunliffe is known for his
innovative and swinging recordings and
compositions.

STAGESTHEATRE

400 E. Commonwealth Ave. Fullerton (714) 525-4484 www.stagesoc.org
WE WILL NOT DESCRIBE THE CONVERSATION
Dani’s a massage therapist who prides herself on choosing not to break her clients’
necks. Sonya’s a secretary who carries a bloody axe in her bag because it makes her feel
powerful. They meet one night after the disappearance of a young man who has murdered an elderly woman. Together, they piece together what happened and uncover
their own dark desires and fear that they will turn out like him…Inspired by a missing
scene in Crime and Punishment. Play by Eugenie Carabatsos, directed by Katie
Chidester - plays thru May 19th.

URINETOWN
Pancho Sanchez (above), Tommy Peterson
with the Fullerton Jazz Orchestra (not pictured), and Barbara Morrison (below)
start off this year’s Jazz Fest.

•June 21- Rob Rio Blues & Boogie:
Known by some as the “Boss of the
Boogie”, pianoman/vocalist Rob Rio plays
the boogie-woogie and jump blues of the
40’s and 50’s with a virtuosity and elan
that has excited audiences around the
world for more than 35 years.
TICKETS: www.TheMuck.org or call
714-738-6595 $25 pre-sale, $30 at the
door, $140 season pass. The Muck, is
located at 1201 W. Malvern Avenue,
Fullerton California 92833.
For more information about this or
other events at The Muck, visit
www.TheMuck.org

In the not-so-distant future, a terrible
water shortage and 20-year drought has
led to a government ban on private toilets
and a proliferation of paid public toilets,
owned and operated by a single megalomaniac company: the Urine Good
Company. If the poor don’t obey the strict
laws prohibiting free urination, they’ll be
sent to the dreaded and mysterious
“Urinetown.” Music & lyrics by Mark
Hollmann, book & lyrics by Greg Kotis,
directed by Edgar Andrew Torrens - plays
thru May 20th.

MID MAY

ART & BOOKS

2018
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Local Author Book Release Party
The Everyday Superman by Chad Granier
2pm-6pm May 26 @ ROSCOES DELI
116 W Commonwealth Ave, Fullerton

Chad Michael Granier’s debut novel, The Everyday
Superman, A Cajun Boy’s Quest to Fight Evil from the Inside
Out, is an autobiographical expedition and an anthem for
anyone who knew they had something special - despite doing
everything wrong. A story of losing faith in oneself and finding it again.
Chad worked for seven years in local elementary schools
teaching educational songs and dances through All the Arts
for All the Kids. He was the lead singer and drummer for the
indie, three-piece rock band Second Half, and for 11 years
managed Heroes in downtown Fullerton.
He obtained his MFA in Acting from CSUF and lives in
Fullerton with his wife Kim. You can just show up and meet the author or buy a book
by pre-ordering a copy at www.chadmichaelgranier.com, pick it up and get it signed at
the book launch, and receive a wristband to enjoy some jambalaya and seafood boil.

Closing May 16: Student Art Exhibition
@ FULLERTON COLLEGE GALLERY
321 E. Chapman, on campus
The best of the best artwork created by students during the current academic year.
Many works are available for purchase. The gallery is open Monday through Thursday
from 10am to noon and from 2pm to 4pm, through May 16th.

HIBBLETON GALLERY Ten Year Anniversary Show

50 ARTISTS FRIDAY JUNE 1ST @

THE

HIBBLETON

223 W. Santa Fe Ave., Downtown Fullerton

Come celebrate the 10-year anniversary of Hibbleton Gallery, located inside
the Magoski Arts Colony. This massive group show will feature over 50 artists
who’ve shown at the gallery over the years. The opening reception is Friday,
June 1st from 6-10pm during the Downtown Fullerton Art Walk. FREE.

Air, Water and Earth

@

THE

MUCKENTHALER

1201 W. Malvern Ave., Fullerton
www.themuck.org (714)738-6595

“Air, Water, & Earth” presents art selected from the national membership of
the L.A. Printmaking Society by prominent LA artist Kim Abeles, a juror known
for her own exceptional interdisciplinary work with environmental themes.
Artists included in the exhibit explore the vital elements of life: air, water and
earth, during a time of great challenge and change to our planet, using traditional and experimental techniques current in contemporary printmaking from
works on paper to installation and video presentations. The “Air, Water & Earth”
exhibit opened with an Earth Day Celebration on Sunday, April 22 at the
Muckenthaler Cultural Center and closes Sunday June 10 at 4pm.

STARSTRUCK: Vintage Movie Posters From
The Private Collection of Mark P. Miller
@ FULLERTON MUSEUM CENTER
301 N. Pomona Ave. Downtown Fullerton (714) 738-6545
The movie poster, in all of its sizes and forms, has been the backbone of the cinema industry. Movies and their posters have grown side-by-side since the late
1800's, and as the films evolved, so did the means of promotion. This neverbefore-exhibited private collection from the Miller Archives will showcase rare
film posters from the Golden Age of Cinema.On display through August 5.

EGG SHAPED WORLD
48X60 ACRYLIC/CANVAS
KAMADA COLLECTION 1989

My Life on Earth:
A Mini Retrospective of
Paintings by Sharon Kennedy
RECEPTION
6pm-10pm • Friday June 1st
Violet Hour, Magoski Art Colony
225 W. Santa Fe, Fullerton

Fullerton First
Friday
ART WALK
6pm-10pm • June 1st
Downtown Fullerton
www.fullertonartwalk.com

Art Boutique
& Show

plus wine tasting

6:00-9:30 FRIDAY
June 1st, 2018
at the
FOX THEATRE
512 Harbor Blvd.
DOWNTOWN FULLERTON
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REST IN PEACE • WE REMEMBER YOU

Bill Massey was not only a man of
strong faith, but of integrity and character, such a wonderful example to
everyone who knew him. He was
always ready to serve his family and
others. This was reflected in his continued contributions to the Church community as he counseled inmates in the

county facilities, worked as a mediator
and counselor in the court system, and
was the voice of reason to his children
and many of their friends.
Bill had a true passion for golf, playing in his final days. He had a graceful
swing, and felt his youngest, still hitting them straight, even at 90 years old!
Everyone appreciated his wonderful
sense of humor and wit! He also had
quite a mischievous nature bringing
out the infectious boyishness we all
loved. His children were blessed
beyond measure, to call him their
father.
Everyone who knew him will miss
Bill Massey dearly. We find peace that
he has joined his love, Rosette, and
oldest son, David in Heaven, giving
David a breather for our active mother’s busy schedule.
A Rosary was held May 9th and a
Memorial Mass on May 10th at St.
Juliana Church in Fullerton.

After departing Fullerton in the early
2000s, Bryon moved along the coast:
the Naples neighborhood in Long
Beach, then to Encinitas. In 2012, he
relocated to St. Louis, Missouri., followed by a move two years later to Ft.
Worth, Texas.
He spent much of his free time on
fitness and running, completing the

Springfield,
Illinois
inaugural
Marathon, the Headhunter Half
Marathon in Baton Rouge, the Brazos
Bend 25K in Texas (a fundraiser for
Save the Elephants), and the
Mendocino Coast 50K ultramarathon.
Bryon held an admirable compassion for the homeless, often handing
them homemade burritos and care
packages. He knew their names and
stories, and they knew his. He’d offer
them haircuts – free of charge, of
course.
Bryon is survived by his mother and
father, stepmother Maureen, sister and
brother Jenelle and Dustin Nino, sisterin-law Annette, and nieces Sophia and
Bella. A memorial is planned for June
2, Glen Park, Encinitas, at 1:30 PM. In
lieu of flowers, donations may be sent
to Racing for Recovery, an organization
promoting a lifestyle of fitness and
sobriety for those affected by addiction.

William Joseph Massey
October 23, 1924 – May 1, 2018
William “Bill” Massey, a longtime
Fullerton resident, passed away to be
with his Beautiful Rosette at the age of
90.
He was born in Huntington Woods
Michigan, in 1927. He received his
Business Degree from Michigan State
University in 1950.
He met the Love of his Life, Rose
Marie “Rosette” LaFlamme, and they
married in 1951. They shared 66
Wonderful years together, a love story
like no other, before Rosette passed
away in January 2018.
They raised 8 children: Denise,
Maureen, Renee, David, Michael,
Craig, Brian and Bonita and had 10
grandchildren and 1 great grandchild.
Bill is survived by his sister, Donna
Angeli and brother, Jack Massey.

Bryon Daniel Nino
Bryon Daniel Nino, a former
Fullerton resident, passed away peacefully at home in Minneapolis,
Minnesota, on May 3rd. He was 48.
His unique character, generosity, and
incomparable sense of humor left an
impression on family and friends alike,
who now dearly mourn his passing
while reveling in the memories he
made.
Born in 1969 to Donna and Robert
Nino in Whittier, California, Bryon
graduated from La Serna High School
in 1988. He enrolled at Fullerton
College, earning a cosmetology license
and reputation that developed into a
large and diverse clientele at Salon 9 (at
the time located in Anaheim).
Fullerton’s historic and small-town
charm drew him in, and he made the
city his home for the next several years.

TRIBUTES
Obituaries, Birth, Engagement,
and Wedding Announcements
are free in the Observer for
Fullerton residents.
Send to:
observernews@earthlink.net

MID MAY
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Tony J. Lee
Tony J. Lee, 68, born on December 22, 1949,
in Indonesia, passed away May 4, 2018 at his
residence in Fullerton, California.
He will be dearly missed. He is survived by
his wife of 36 years, Christine Lee and sons
Michael and Matthew.

Bill McGarvey died on May 14, 2015

My Dad
Dad, A day doesn’t go by that I don’t
think about you. Miss you very much.
Thank you for all the great memories and
for your love of Fullerton and your Family.
Love, Patrick

FULLERTON’S CONGREGATIONS WELCOME YOU!

Orangethorpe
Christian
Church
(Disciples of Christ)

Dr. Robert L. Case, Pastor

Sunday Service: 10AM
2200 W. ORANGETHORPE
FULLERTON (714) 871-3400
www.orangethorpe.org

MID MAY

RECENT EVENTS

2018
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At Left:
The
Gudmundsen
family and
friends spent
their day
cleaning a
Fullerton
roadside trail.
At Right:
11-year-old
Breken
Northgrave
chose to spend
his birthday
washing police
cars with his
friends and
family.

Love Fullerton story & photos by Kate Garcia
I attended the Love Fullerton event for the first time on Saturday, May 4th and was
impressed by the turnout of our service-minded community members who love their
city and want to make a difference.
Hundreds of people showed up as individuals, in groups, and with their families to
participate in a number of community service opportunities that varied from cleaning

trails, sewing blankets, to sprucing up neighborhood schools and more.
Members of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints joined neighbors at
events throughout Orange County including here in Fullerton. Our church members
arrived early, ready to serve and make a difference.
In addition to the annual Love Fullerton Day of Service there are opportunities to
serve the community year round. To learn more about Love Fullerton and the year
round opportunities visit www.lovefullerton.org.

CSUF Goodwill Faley Games

Retirement Congratulations to
Fullerton College Professors
While it is tough to say goodbye, the
Business and CIS Division hosted a retirement party for five long-time faculty
members and one business counselor on
May 4th at Angelo’s & Vinci’s.
Nora Spencer, CIS Professor who
worked from 8/18/2000 - 6/15/2018 18 years;
Candice "Candy" Cantrell, CIS
Professor who worked from 8/21/1984 8/15/2018 - 34 years;
Richard Smead, CIS Professor who
worked from 8/18/1999 - 5/31/2018 19 years;
Steven Dayton, Paralegal Professor who
worked from 1/20/1993 - 6/1/2018 - 25
years;
Alan McAllister, Accounting Professor
who worked from
8/16/1996 6/30/2018 - 22 years;

Cecilia Meisenhelder. Business/CIS
Counselor who worked from 7/18/1988
- 7/4/2018 - 30 years.
Assemblywoman Sharon Quirk-Silva
sent congratulations through printed certificates from the State of California
Assembly recognizing the retirees on their
long-time achievement. Certificates of
appreciation were also presented by
Fullerton’s mayor.
The years of dedication and longevity
show the commitment by Fullerton
College professionals who told stories of
when they were first hired, how things
have changed in the last thirty years and
what they will be doing in retirement.
Fullerton College, along with the
Business and CIS Division wish them all
the best in their retirement!

Teens 16 & 17
Can Pre-Register Online to Vote
If you are 16 or 17 years old you can pre-register to vote and
will be automatically registered to vote on your 18th birthday.
Visit: www.sos.ca.gov
Click on the red “Elections” tab, “Register to Vote” tab, and then
“Pre-Register to Vote” on the left hand sidebar.

LAST DAY TO REGISTER TO VOTE:

May 20, 2018

Over 3,500 participants
from 120 schools attended the 33rd annual Faley
Special Games at Cal State
Fullerton on May 4th.
The annual event is the
county’s largest non-competitive, inclusive sporting
event for athletes with
developmental and intellectual disabilities.
From 8:30am to 2pm,
the athletics field was
transformed into an outdoor sports emporium
with games including
football throw, basketball,
soccer, bean bag toss, volleyball, Frisbee toss, whiffle ball and more.
Each athlete is paired up
Young athlete Noah hugs his big buddy
with a high school volunRosary High School student Sophia at the event.
teer buddy who supports
Each athlete is paired with a volunteer big buddy
them and accompanies
to accompany them around the venue.
them around the venue.
Participants and their
families also enjoyed live music, balloon killed in an automobile accident in 1987,
animals, interacting with various exhibits and Jack Faley (their dad who passed away
peacefully in 2015).
and more.
In 2016 the Goodwill of OC joined
The games, created by CSUF students
CSUF
and the Faley family in expanding
Dan Faley, Lisa Whaley, and Tom Bohen
the
event.
The day brings together thoustarted as a class project in 1986. Early
sands
of
athletes,
families and volunteers
support of Maurice Monning gave the
for
a
day
of
fun,
friendship and sports.
event a strong foundation.
Learn
more
by
visiting
www.csufspecialToday the event is hosted in memory of
games.org.
Kathleen E. Faley, Dan’s sister who was
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Poll Workers Needed
for 2018 June Primary
Election Day is June 5, 2018 and hundreds of poll workers are still needed. As
long as an individual is registered to vote
in California they are eligible. Individuals
who are bilingual in Chinese, Korean,
Spanish or Vietnamese are especially
needed. Stipends for the day are $160 for
Polling Place Inspector, and $120 for
Polling Place Clerk. A training course is
provided. Call 714-954-1901 or visit
ocvote.com/volunteer.

Register to Vote
Online
19TH ANNUAL FLAG DAY CEREMONY: The Wilshire Wise students from the North OC Community College

District School of Continuing Education Center on Wilshire in Fullerton invite the public to their annual ceremony celebrating the
national flag at 10:30am, on Tuesday June 14 at Cypress College, 9200 Valley View Street, Cypress. Parking will be free in lot 4. WISE
stands for Work, Independence, Self-Advocacy, and Education. The Wilshire Wise programs serve 20 developmentally disabled adults. As
the US entered WWI, President Wilson issued a proclamation designating June 14th of each year as National Flag Day. However, congress did not approve the proclamation until 1949 and it became law with President Truman’s signature.

Hunt Library Future Uncertain
Continued from page 5
Chair Paden suggested staying with the
current lease rate, but adding a significant
maintenance fee, acknowledging that such
fees are normally less than the actual rent,
but could represent a higher figure than
the rent in this case. Trustee Byers predicted that GMI would opt to vacate the
building rather than pay such a dramatically increased rent. Mr. Paden’s motion
failed to secure a second.
Addressing the question about what
repairs might be needed for the building,
Director Booth said that the heating and
air conditioning system would need to be
replaced. Trustee Ryan said that no study
had been made to determine what facility’s needs would be over the next ten
years.
Trustee Cantor formally motioned that
the lease rate be raised to a market rate of
$ 5,000 because GMI was not acting to
fulfill the mission of the library with its
occupancy. In making this qualification,
he announced that he would support leasing the Hunt for a symbolic one dollar per
year to an agency that would operate it in
a way that supported its mission. Some
trustees were concerned that recommending such a dramatic increase in rent would
only antagonize the city council.
Ultimately, the motion failed on a 3 - 2
vote.
3. Formally request the City Council
to appropriate funds to operate the
Hunt Library as a branch library.
Sean Paden’s suggested tabling this item
pending more information about the
actual cost to operate the Hunt as a
library. Ryan Cantor maintained that the
figure of $1.3 million per year estimated
in a 2012 report was still valid for an operating budget that would fund the library
being open for two shifts a day over a five
day week.
Trustee Ellen Ballard didn’t think the
Hunt could operate viably as a branch
library in the way it had in the past
because it was too small to hold a significant collection of books.
Ryan Cantor motioned that $75,000 be
allocated from the budget to develop a
long range plan for the Hunt for fiscal
year 2018/2019. This motion passed on a
3 - 2 vote.

4. Consider possibility of partnering
with community organizations
at Hunt Library.
Mr. Cantor led the discussion with a list
of possible partners who might provide
programming at the Hunt. His list included the Fullerton Arboretum, The
Muckenthaler Cultural Center, Fullerton
School District (All the Arts for All the
Kids), La Habra Children’s Museum and
others. Other trustees and members of the
public suggested additional names, which
were added to the list. The trustees agreed
to divide the names among themselves
and contact prospective non-profits to
gauge their interest in responding to a
potential Request for Proposals that might
eventually be issued by the library.
5. Library Board of Trustees
and outside legal representation.
Director Judy Booth reported that, at
the direction of the trustees, she had asked
Fullerton’s City Attorney, Dick Jones,
about the process for the trustees to hire
separate legal representation. Mr. Jones
was reported to have referred her to
Fullerton Municipal Code, Section
2.16.40 “The City Attorney shall be attorney for the Library Board. When required
he shall attend their meetings, and shall
perform such other services for the Board
as may be necessary,” suggesting that the
city council would not recognize any difference between legal representation of
the library and of the city itself. Trustee
Cantor motioned that the trustees request
the presence of the city attorney for their
regularly scheduled meeting in June “to
discuss possible pending litigation.” The
motion passed on a 3 to 2 vote.
6. Schedule further meetings about
Hunt Library at Hunt Library.
Further actions were deferred to the
next meeting of the trustees at 5pm on
Thursday, May 24 at the Fullerton Public
Library Main Branch, 353 W.
Commonwealth.
At meeting’s end, Trustee Ryan Cantor
commented about the actions and attitudes of the trustees by stating that “we’re
working hard on this, and we’re not giving
up.”

www.RegisterToVote.ca.gov
Call (800) 345-8683
with questions
LAST DAY TO REGISTER
TO VOTE:
•May 20, 2018
for the June 5 State Primary

CalEPA Report on Climate Change in California
From record temperatures to proliferating wildfires and rising seas, California is
already feeling growing effects of climate
change, according to a new report released
by CalEPA and the Office of
Environmental
Health
Hazard
Assessment which presents 36 indicators
revealing evidence that climate change is
having significant and measurable impacts
on the state.
One of the more positive outcomes discussed in the report is that despite an
increase in the state’s population and economic output, California’s pioneering
policies designed to curb emissions of
greenhouse gases (GHGs) have led to an
overall decline in emissions as well as
decreased emissions per capita and per
dollar of its gross state product.
California’s Fourth Climate Change
Assessment and the California Adaptation
Forum will be released this summer. The
adaptation forum will provide a venue for
leaders from all regions of the state to
address the impacts detailed in the indicators report and the climate assessment. In

September, Gov. Brown will host leaders
from around the world at a Global
Climate Action Summit in San Francisco.
Read the full report at oehha.ca.gov/climate-change/document/indicators-climatechange-california.

La Habra Residents
Fight Development &
Launch Campaign to
Recall Mayor Shaw
La Habra residents angry about the proposal to build the 402-home Rancho La
Habra project on the Westridge Golf
Club (former Chevron oil field) property
have gathered in an effort to stop the
development. Although final project
approval has not been given by the council the group is also gathering signatures
to recall La Habra Mayor Tim Shaw for
leading the council to approve the development over resident’s objections. The
group served the mayor with recall papers
at a recent council meeting.

BALANCE & CHANGE
Assume You Are on the Same Team
In general, I tell the couples that I
work with never to make assumptions
about what their partners are thinking
or feeling or wanting. If you truly want
to know something, ask your partner.
Then act according to what they tell
you.
However, there are some healthy
assumptions that I encourage clients to
make. Assume that your partner loves
you. If we hold that assumption to be a
truth, it can make some of those annoying behaviors less annoying. My partner
is not trying to hurt me, because he or
she loves me. This is a healthy assumption.
Assume that you are on the same
team and have the same goals. If you are

on a basketball team, you walk in with
the assumption that every member of
your team is wanting to score baskets
for your side, not the other side. Hold
that same assumption with your relationship partner. We want to win
together, not defeat our own teammate.
Assume that your partner wants you
to be happy. Again, if we are all on the
same side and if my partner loves me,
then of course, he or she is happy when
I am happy.
The one caveat to all of this is if you
are in an abusive relationship. These
assumptions then may not be true nor
safe to have.
Try assuming good things about your
partner. It may change everything!

MICHELLE GOTTLIEB Psy.D., MFT
Individual, Couple & Family Therapy
305 N. Harbor Blvd, Suite 202, Fullerton, CA 92832
714-879-5868 x5
www.michellegottlieb.com
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CLASSIFIEDS. CROSSWORD & NEWS

LOCAL ONLY CLASSIFIEDS
Call (714) 525-6402

The Fullerton Observer provides space
for NEIGHBORS to advertise. To participate you must have a local phone number. Contractors must provide valid
license. Editor reserves right to reject any
ad not considered suitable for our family
newspaper.
Sorry, we do not accept date ads, get
rich schemes or financial ads of any sort.
Call (714) 525-6402 for details.
The cost of a classified is $10 for 50
words or less per issue. Payment is by
check only.
Items and services that are free and lost
and found items and lost pet listings are

EMPLOYMENT

FULLERTON SCHOOL DISTRICT

Apply on EdJoin at: edjoin.org
(enter Fullerton School District into
the Search window). Deadline 5/25/18
•Maintenance Worker & Worker II
$3,816-$4,885 & $4,014-$5,134/mo
•Speech/Language Pathology Assist
Part-time $19-$25/hour
FULLERTON JOINT UNION
HIGH SCHOOL DISTRICT

Apply on EdJoin at: edjoin.org/Home
(enter Fullerton Joint Union High
CITY JOB OPENINGS
(updated May 11, 2018)

Visit www.cityoffullerton.com and click
on the “How Do I” tab and then
“Careers.” Apply online by clicking on the
“Apply” link or visit Fullerton City Hall,
303 W. Commonwealth Ave.
Library Page I
$11-11.50/hr no benefits/at will.
Police Records Shift Leader
$3,885-$4,958/monthly. Full Time.
Police Officer Trainee
$5,926-$6,534/monthly Full Time.

WANT TO BUY

ENGINEERING & TECH BOOKS

Wanted: Older engineering and technical books: engineering, physics, mathematics, electronics, aeronautics, welding,
woodworking, HVAC, metal working,
and other types of technical books purchased. Large collections (25+books) preferred. Please call Deborah (714) 5288297.

Veterans Crisis Hotline
(800) 273 8255
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OUR TOWN CROSSWORD © 2018
ANSWER KEY
At left is the answer
key to the crossword
puzzle on page 7:
“SEEING RED”

printed for free as space allows.
The Observer assumes no liability for
ads placed here. However, if you have a
complaint or compliment about a service,
please let us know at (714) 525-6402.
Call City Hall at (714) 738-6531 to
inquire about business licenses.
For contractor license verification go to
the California State Contractor License
Board website at www.cslb.ca.gov. Once
there click on the red link on the left of
the page which will take you to a screen
where you can enter the name, contractor
number, or business to make sure they are
legit.
Thank You!

Fullerton-born resident
Valerie Brickey
has been
constructing puzzles
for numerous years.
She has agreed to keep
us entertained with
more in the future!

BEAUTY & HEALTH

AMWAY, ARTISTRY, NUTRILITE

To buy Amway, Artistry,
or Nutrilite products
please call Jean (714) 349-4486.

FOR SALE

OBSERVERS AROUND THE WORLD

FORMAL DINING SET
Formal dining room set in ash color.
Table with 2 leaves and 6 chairs, buffet
and hutch, glass china cabinet, and
matching serving cabinet. Excellent condition. $495 or best offer. Call (714) 5988122 or (714) 313-6327

HOME REPAIR

LICENSED HOME SERVICES

Roofing, Dry Rot, Windows, Doors,
Fences, Gates, Patio Covers
CSLB #744432.
Free estimates (714) 272-8702

VETS HOME REHAB

HUD VETERANS PROGRAM

$13.7 million in grant funding to modify or rehabilitate eligible veterans' primary residences. Eligible applicants for
the Veterans Housing Rehabilitation and
Modification Pilot Program. View the
Veterans Housing Rehabilitation and
Modification Pilot Program Notice of
Funding Availability. Closing Date for
Applications: June 25, 2018
For more information, contact HUD’s
Office of Rural Housing and Economic
Development - Sylvia Y. Purvis at 877787-2526 or sylvia.y.purvis@hud.gov or
https://www.grants.gov/web/grants/viewopportunity.html?oppId=303843

Bill & Trixie at Shoshone Falls:

On a recent trip, Bill Stefanski (Fullerton C. E. R. T. member) with his dog Trixie,
visited Shoshone Falls (The Niagra of the west), in Twin Falls, Idaho.

INDIRECT FILLINGS
When a tooth is too damaged to
accept a filling but not damaged
enough to require a crown, dental
“onlays” and “inlays” present excellent
options. These types of dental restorations, which are also referred to as
“indirect fillings,” are used to repair
teeth’s damaged chewing surfaces. In
cases where there is no damage to the
tooth’s cusps, and inlay will be placed
between the cusps. If one or more cusps
are fractured, an onlay will be used to
restore the damaged cusps. Requiring
the removal of more tooth material
than a filling, but much less material
than a crown, onlays and inlays are
more durable than fillings and less

expensive than crowns. Dental inlays
and onlays may be constructed of gold,
tooth-colored composite resin, or
porcelain.
At the office of Paul E. Nelson,
D.D.S., we will be glad to discuss
onlays and inlays and other options
available to keep your smile a beautiful,
happy one. We believe in an informed
patient, and we promise to provide you
with information regarding all aspects
of your dental care. You can always
count on our experienced, honest recommendations for the treatment best
suited to your dental needs. Our goals
are the same as yours, a healthy mouth
and a brilliant smile.

501 N. Cornell Ave., Suite 1, Fullerton 92831.
To schedule an appointment please call 714-992-0092
www.paulnelsondental.com
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At Right:
A model
of the
proposed
stadium,
which will
feature
around
4,500
bleacher
seats, high
powered
lighting
and sound
system.

Members of the community speak with an environmental consultant about
the potential impact of the stadium on the surrounding neighborhoods.

College & Neighbors Clash
Over Proposed Stadium
Using 80s pop music to silence commuThe proposed project, which will
nity voices is not something one would involve installation of 4,500 bleacher
expect on a community college campus, seats, a sound system, and additional
but that is exactly what happened on lighting, has elicited considerable consterTuesday, May 1st, when Fullerton College nation from the surrounding neighbors,
hosted a meeting to gather community who allege that the stadium is unnecessary
input regarding the construction of a pro- (Fullerton High School has a stadium
posed stadium at Sherbeck Field.
across the street) and will degrade quality
“Excuse me, Mr. President,
of life in the area.
the community would like the Loud music
The neighbors’ concerns are
opportunity to speak, like we
not
without merit. The purpose
seemed
were given the opportunity to
of the “scoping meeting” was to
speak at the last public scop- purposefully allow neighbors to give their
used to
ing meeting,” said local resiinput on a document prepared
dent Damion Lloyd, as
drown out by Dudek Environmental
Fullerton College President
which cited numermembers of Consultants
Greg Schultz attempted to
ous potential impacts on the
the public
conclude the public meeting,
local environment and quality of
who
asked life.
and usher attendees to a more
informal “Open House.”
That document showed in its
to speak
Lloyd was ignored, so other
“Summary
of Findings” that the
at the
voices who wanted the opporproject “could have a significant
meeting.
tunity to speak chimed in,
adverse effect on the environ“The community would like
ment” in the areas of aesthetics,
to respond…don’t ruin the
lighting, air quality, greenhouse
lives of the neighbors…please consider gas emissions, hazardous materials, noise,
our welfare as well…”
public services, and traffic.
And then these voices were drowned
Rachel Struglia of Dudek gave the main
out by a song by 80s pop singer Sting, presentation during the brief public meetplaying on the sound system, intentional- ing. Struglia was the author of the aforely turned up to drown out the voices, thus mentioned environmental document and
ending the public meeting. Attendees will be the author of the official
were followed out by large, aggressive- Environmental Impact Report, which
looking campus safety officers with the should be completed by the end of sumclothing and demeanor of cops.
mer.
This bizarre scene prompts the quesOn their website, Dudek describes itself
tion: What exactly is the deal with the pro- as “Champions for Your Project: Whether
posed football stadium at Fullerton College? in front of planning commissions or the

community, our project managers and
public outreach experts help advance your
[in this case Fullerton College’s] objectives.”
So there seems to be a bit of a conflict
of interest for Dudek. On the one hand,
they are tasked with providing an objective, evidence-based Environmental
Impact Report; and on the other hand
they are self-described “Champions for
Your Project”—helping usher it through
the difficult public comment period.
This situation, in which the environmental scientists or engineers become de
facto lobbyists for a project, seems fairly
typical of contemporary development—
whether in the public or private sector.
During the public meeting and the
awkward “Open House” that followed,
members of the public were asked to give
their written comments on the initial
environmental impact document.
It seemed more folks were opposed to
the stadium than for it.
Jonathan St. Amant, who lives near the
proposed stadium, called the project “a
horrible idea, very irresponsible,” and
cited the noise, light, and unnecessary
traffic it will bring to the area. St. Amant
also expressed frustration that the college
hasn’t been receptive to the neighbors’

concerns, as evidenced by blasting music
when people were trying to speak.
Scott Giles, Athletic Director at
Fullerton College is for the stadium
because “We want to play our home football games on our campus. Historically,
we’ve been a very strong football program,
but we never play on our campus.”
Giles is not wrong about the quality of
Fullerton College’s football program,
which has won state and national championships without an on-campus stadium.
“They have a back-to-back national
champion football program,” said
Fullerton resident Jesse Gourd, whose
daughter attends Fullerton College, “I just
feel the college has a right to build their
facility.”
Neighbor Tanya Planchon, who got
into a friendly argument with Gourd during the Open House event, said, “The college can have their facility. All we’re asking
for is transparency, which they have
refused to give. We have happily said
2,000 seats, with not as much lighting or
sound.”
The final environmental impact report
is expected to be completed by the end of
this summer - afterwhich a 45-day comment period will follow.
(See related item on page 2)

